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In this thesis we discuss two related and important objects in the study of ge
ometric group theory and Teichmiiller theory, namely the curve complex and 
mapping class group. The original material is entirely contained in Chapter 2 
and Chapter 3. The two chapters are self-contained and can be read indepen
dently, and independent of the introduction in Chapter 1. Both chapters form 
part of my long-term interest in the computational and large-scale geometry of 
the curve complex and in the structure of the mapping class group. 

In Chapter 2, we discuss some of the computability aspects of the path-metric 
on the I-skeleton of the curve complex, called the curve graph. Specifically, we 
develop an algorithm for computing distances in the curve graph by construct
ing (all) tight geodesics between any two of its vertices. Our work produces 
bounds on intersection numbers associated to tight geodesics without the need 
for taking geometric limits. Thus, we complement the work of Masur-Minsky 
and of Bowditch in this area. We then discuss some of the implications for 
the action of the mapping class group on the curve graph. We discover a com
putability version of the acylindricity theorem of Bowditch and we recover all of 
the weak proper discontinuity of Bestvina-Fujiwara. Our methods are entirely 
combinatorial. 

In Chapter 3, we study combinatorial rigidity questions regarding the curve 
complex and the mapping class group. We see that every embedding of one curve 
complex to itself or another, whose dimensions do not increase from domain to 
codomain, is induced by a surface homeomorphism. While previous approaches 
due to Ivanov (for automorphisms) and Irmak (for superinjective maps) for the 
same surface require a deep result proven by Harer and by Bowditch-Epstein, 
among others, regarding the existence of a triangulation of Teichmuller space 
and the approach due to Luo makes essential use of a modular structure, we 
shall require little more than the connectivity of links in the curve complex. 
The techniques we develop only require the local injectivity of an embedding 
on curve complexes, giving us Theorem 3. We then deduce that every "local" 
injection from any finite index subgroup of a mapping class group to a mapping 
class group whose complexity is no greater is typically the restriction of a unique 
inner automorphism, stated as Theorem 4. Thus, mapping class groups do not 
admit faithful actions on another curve complex of the same dimension. Given 
the simplicity of our approach, it would seem applicable to very many surface
related complexes and groups. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

ABSTRACT: We define the curve complex and discuss its geometry and the role 
it has played in the last twenty to thirty years, paying particular attention to 
its connections with mapping class groups, Teichmiiller spaces and the ending 
lamination theorem. We put the work of Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 into context. 

1.1 Curve complex 

Let E be a closed orientable surface and let II ~ E be a finite (possibly empty) 
subset. The curve complex C (E, II) associated to the pair (E, II), or the punc
tured surface E - II, was first considered by Harvey [Harv] in the early 1980s 
and is defined as follows. We shall say that an embedded loop in E - II is 
trivial if it bounds a disc and peripheral if it bounds a once-punctured disc. 
Let X = X(E, II) denote the set of all free homotopy classes of non-trivial and 
non-peripheral embedded loops in E - II. The elements of X will be referred to 
as curves, and we shall always use the Greek alphabet to denote these. We take 
X as the vertex set of C and deem a family of distinct curves {IO' 11, ... , Ik} to 
span a k-simplex if and only if any two of these curves can be realised disjointly 
in E - II, that is to say any two curves contain disjoint representatives. Indeed, 
it can be shown that any family of pairwise disjoint curves can be simultane
ously realised disjointly in E - II. The resulting simplicial complex is what we 
shall call the curve complex. 

The simplicial dimension C(E, II) of C(E, II), when this is defined, is seen to 
be equal to 3genus(E) +IIII-4 where, we note, 3genus(:E) + IIII-3 is precisely the 
size of a maximal collection of distinct and disjoint curves. Examples of natural 
subcomplexes are furnished by the curve complexes associated to subsurfaces 
of E - II. In particular, the curve complex associated to the complement of a 
curve ex corresponds to the codimension one sub complex whose vertices are all 
the neighbours of ex; such a subcomplex is referred to as a vertex link. Lastly, we 
may equally well speak of bordered surfaces and this distinction goes undetected 
at the level of the curve complex. This is relevant in Chapter 2 where we cut 
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surfaces along curves and, to argue inductively as we will, we must speak of 
bordered surfaces rather than punctured surfaces. We shall clarify this later. 

With the exception of only a few cases, namely ~ is a 2-sphere and IIII S 4 
(so that ~ - II is a sphere, once-punctured sphere, twice-punctured sphere, 
thrice-punctured sphere or four-times punctured sphere) and ~ is a torus and 
IIII S 1 (so that ~ - II is a torus or a once-punctured torus), X is non-empty 
and the curve complex is connected. The latter is a very elementary but very 
useful fact easily verified once we introduce the intersection number of any two 
curves a and /3, defined to be equal to the minimal integer la n bl arising among 
all representative loops a E a and b E /3. Given this the path-connectivity of C 
in the non-exceptional cases is established by an induction on the intersection 
number of the two curves concerned that proceeds by surgering a relative to /3, 
yielding a third curve a' of smaller intersection number with /3. 

We note that when C(~, II) is zero, so that ~ - II is either a four-times 
punctured sphere or a once-punctured torus, the curve complex is a countable 
set of points as no two distinct curves can be realised disjointly. For these two 
cases alone we modify the standard definition of the curve complex by declaring 
two vertices connected by an edge if and only if they intersect minimally: For 
the four-times punctured sphere this means they intersect twice and for the 
once-punctured torus this means they intersect once. This variation gives a 
very special complex as both are naturally isomorphic to the Parey graph. (See 
Figure 1.1.) 

We give all of Luo's curve complex classification up to isomorphism by re
calling that two apparently distinct and non-exceptional curve complexes are 
isomorphic if and only if one surface is the five-holed sphere and the other is 
the twice-punctured torus or one surface is the six-times punctured sphere and 
the other is the closed surface of genus two. This classification makes use of the 
homotopy type of the curve complex, determined by Harer [Hare]. 

Theorem (Harer) The curve complex C(~, II) is homotopic to a bouquet of 
spheres all of dimension 

i). 2genus(~) + IIII - 3, if genus(~) > 0 and IIII > 0, 
ii). 2genus(~) - 2, if II = 0, and 
iii) IIII - 4, if genus(~) = O. 

(For an implied classification by a combinatorial argument not using Harer's 
theorem, please see Chapter 3.) In particular every curve complex of simplicial 
dimension at least two is simply-connected but non-contractible, from which it 
follows that the curve complex does not support a CAT(O)-metric. It would be 
of much interest to find an elementary proof of simple-connectivity. 

We can regard the curve complex as a path-metric space, by agreeing that 
each edge should have length one (and that the simplices should be euclidean) 
and then declaring the distance between two of its vertices to be the minimal 
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Figure 1.1: An artistic representation of the Farey graph, drawn on the Poincare 
disc. 

length among all paths that end there. As far as understanding this metric is 
concerned, it is better to pass to the I-skeleton 9(I;, II) of the curve complex, 
called the curve graph, where all distances are integers. We do not lose much by 
doing this, for the curve complex and the curve graph share the same large-scale 
geometry (that is, they are quasi-isometric). 

It is easy enough to provide examples of two curves a short distance apart in 
this graph: Any curve is distance zero from itself, two distinct but disjoint curves 
are distance one apart and two curves that intersect and are disjoint from a third 
curve are distance two apart. Thereafter, it is not so easy to recognise distances 
by eye and generically we can only say that any two intersecting curves that, 
between them, cut the surface into a disjoint union of discs and once-punctured 
discs are at least distance three apart. However, Schleimer [Schl] has found an 
example of a pair of curves in the five times punctured sphere at distance four. 
In future we shall say that a pair of such curves fills the surface. 

We can however see upper bounds for distances in terms of intersection 
numbers, for given two curves a, (3 their distance in the curve graph is at most 
L( a, (3) + 1. Even this upper bound is not entirely satisfactory, for L( a, (3) can 
be made arbitrarily large even when d(a, (3) is held fixed and at least two. An 
elegant argument attributed to Luo and recorded in [MaMilJ, making use ofthe 
same geodesic laminations we describe later, does however assure us that this 
metric on the curve graph, and on the curve complex, is unbounded. It is such 
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difficulties that motivate the question: Given two vertices of the curve graph, 
can we compute their distance? An affirmative answer is given in Chapter 2, 

where we deduce, among other things, the following theorem. 

Theorem (Shackleton) There is an explicit algorithm which takes as input a 

closed sur/ace 2:, a finite subset II and two curves and returns the distance be
tween these two curves in the curve graph 9(2:, II). 

The curve complex has enduring appeal for not only will we see that it has a 
very special type of geometry, making it interesting in its own right, but it also 
has strong interactions with other important surface related groups and spaces 
and is a key tool in understanding 3-manifolds. The simplicity of its construction 
correlates with the many challenging problems it continues to pose. It serves as a 
natural model space for the extended mapping class group and its subgroups and 
combinatorially describes otherwise analytic objects such as Teichmiiller space, 
the space of all marked constant curvature metrics supported by 2: - II. It is 
intimately related to certain splittings of 3-manifolds, called Heegaard splittings, 
and fundamental properties of such splittings are naturally expressed in terms 
of curve graph distances (see [AbrSch]' [Hemp]). Finally, the last few years 
have seen remarkable advances made in low-dimensional topology and, of most 
relevance here, in the classification of hyperbolic 3-manifolds where the curve 
complex assumes a central role. 

1.2 Large-scale geometry 

In the early 1980s Gromov [Gro] introduced a notion of large-scale equivalence 
and negative curvature for metric spaces and groups. This brought to life geo
metric group theory as a subject in its own right, for now many problems that 
were once viewed as group theoretic became amenable to geometric approaches. 
There are many subsequent accounts of this and related ideas we can recommend 
here: See [BriHae], [Bow4], [CDP] and [GhD], and references therein. 

One natural class of maps to consider in comparing two metric spaces on 
a large scale is the class of quasi-isometries. We shall say that two metric 
spaces are quasi-isometric if one space is a linearly bounded distorsion, say by 
stretching, tearing or thickening, of the other. More precisely, we say that a 
function f : X ----+ Y between two metric spaces is a (k, C)-quasi-isometry if 
for each pair of points Xl and X2 in X, we have: 

with k ;::: 1 and C ;::: O. We say that / is a quasi-isometric embedding if there 
exist k, C such that / is a (k, C)-quasi-isometry. We say that / is a quasi
isometry if it is both a quasi-isometric embedding and is almost surjective, that 
is its image is E-dense in Y for some non-negative E. 
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Given a quasi-isometry f : X ----+ Y a coarse inverse is readily constructed. 
For each point y E Y, there exists Zy E f(X) uniformly close to y. Now choose 
Xy E f-1(zy), and define g : Y ----+ X by g(y) = Xy for each y E Y. It can be 
verified that g is a quasi-isometry and that both go f and fog are uniformly 
close to the respective identity maps. It is now easily seen that the notion of 
quasi-isometry is reflexive, symmetric and transitive. We stress that the idea 
of a quasi-isometry is a geometrical and a not topological one, for there is no 
insistance that a quasi-isometry be continuous. All bounded metric spaces are 
quasi-isometric, and the euclidean space lRn and the lattice zn with standard 
metric are quasi-isometric. Closer to our discussion, we can generalise the curve 
complex by instead declaring a family of distinct curves to span a simplex if 
and only if any two have intersection number at most a uniform constant. With 
similarly defined path-metrics, these complexes are all quasi-isometric. 

A key instance of quasi-isometries at work is provided by the family of "word
metrics" on a finitely generated group. Given any group G and a symmetric 
finite generating set S, each element of G may be written as a word in S. 
For g E G, we define the norm Igl to be the length of a shortest word in S 
representing g. The S-word metric on G is defined by d(g, h) = Ig-1hl for all 
g, h E G. Any two such metrics are in fact quasi-isometric, for changing one 
generating set by another uniformly stretches or shrinks word-length. We can 
therefore speak of the word-metric on G. By way of example, any two finite 
groups are quasi-isometric, zm and zn are quasi-isometric only if m and n 
are equal, and any two finitely generated free groups of rank at least two are 
q uasi-isometric. 

An important invariant of a quasi-isometry is a certain large-scale negative 
curvature. For a metric space X with basepoint Xo we define, following Gromov, 
the inner product of two points x, y E X relative to this basepoint as 

(x.Y)xo = (d(xo, x) + d(xo, y) - d(x, y))/2. 

When X is a metric tree the Gromov product is precisely the overlap of the 
two geodesics, that is distance realising paths, connecting Xo to x and to y. We 
say that X is k-hyperbolic, in the sense of Gromov, relative to Xo if for any 
three points x, y, z E X we have the following inequality: 

(x·Y)xo 2: min{(x.z)xo' (y.z)xo} - k. 

If X is k-hyperbolic for one basepoint, then X is 2k-hyperbolic for any base
point and if kl :::; k2 and X is kr-hyperbolic then X is also k2-hyperbolic. For 
such reasons, we may say that a metric space is hyperbolic if it is k-hyperbolic, 
for some non-negative k and relative to some basepoint. The property of being 
hyperbolic is thus basepoint invariant. By way of example, we note that any 
tree, or any lR-tree, is O-hyperbolic and that each hyperbolic space lHIn is also 
Gromov hyperbolic. As free groups are quasi-isometric to trees, so any finite 
rank free group is hyperbolic. Fundamental groups of compact hyperbolic man
ifolds are quasi-isometric to the hyperbolic space of the right dimension, and so 
are Gromov hyperbolic. 
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Figure 1.2: Three geodesic triangles, the leftmost is O-thin. 

Farey graphs, being quasi-isometric to a tree, are hyperbolic. It follows 
that the curve complex associated to the four times punctured sphere and the 
once-punctured torus are hyperbolic. It is a deep and startling theorem of 
Masur-Minsky [MaMil] that every curve complex is hyperbolic in the sense of 
Gromov. 

Theorem (Masur-Minsky) Every curve complex is unbounded and hyperbolic. 

(See Bowditch [Bowl] for a more succinct proof of the hyperbolicity of the 
curve complex, where the author also computes hyperbolicity constants approx
imately logarithmic in surface complexity.) 

Among those spaces in which any two points are connected by a geodesic 
there are various characterisations of hyperbolicity, and these are most relevant 
in studying the curve complex. We shall say that a geodesic triangle is k-thin 
if there is at least one point at distance at most k from each side (see Figure 
1.2). It can be shown that a geodesic metric space is k-hyperbolic if and only 
if every geodesic triangle is k-thin. Equivalently, a geodesic metric space is k
hyperbolic if and only if given any geodesic triangle, each side is contained in 
the 2k-neighbourhood of the union of the other two. When X is hyperbolic, 
non-parallel geodesics diverge exponentially. This is characteristic of hyperbolic 
spaces. For other important characterisations, making use of linear isoperimetric 
inequalities, see [Bow4]. 

There are more exotic characterisations of hyperbolicity. A metric space X 
is hyperbolic if and only if every asymptotic cone of X is an lR-tree, that is X is 
an lR-tree when viewed from very far away. There are characterisations for the 
hyperbolicity of word-metrics on groups in terms of the bounded cohomology of 
the group (see Mineyev [Mine] and references therein). 

Any hyperbolic metric space admits a canonical boundary, and the curve 
complex is no exception. This boundary is constructed as follows. A quasi
geodesic in X is a quasi-isometric embedding from a subinterval of lR into X. 
For instance we note that any geodesic in X is also a quasi-geodesic and point 
out that images of quasi-geodesics need not be connected sets (we are allowed to 
make bounded jumps). We say that a quasi-geodesic is a quasi-ray if the interval 
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is semi-infinite and bi-infinite if the interval is lR. When X is hyperbolic any 
two quasi-geodesics with common ends remain a uniformly bounded distance 
apart, this bound depending only on the choice of hyperbolicity constant and 
the two pairs of parameters. Now choose a basepoint Xo for X and let R denote 
the set of all quasi-rays issuing from Xo. We declare two quasi-rays f and 9 

equivalent if (j(i).g(j))xo --> 00 as i,j --> 00. Loosely speaking, two quasi
rays issuing from this basepoint are equivalent if they remain close for all time. 
Since X is hyperbolic, it is not hard to see that changing the basepoint sets 
up a natural correspondence between the two sets of quasi-rays. We have an 
equivalence relation on R, and we denote the quotient by this relation by ax. 
The correspondence due to a change of basepoint respects this relation, and so 
we can make reference to ax as the boundary of X. We refer to the points of 
ax as ideal points. 

The Gromov product, with reference to the same basepoint, extends natu
rally to ax and we can use this to construct a metric on the boundary in which 
any two points are close if their representatives remain close to one another over 
large distances. Changing the basepoint sets up a uniformly continuous bound
ary homeomorphism, so at the very least ax has a well-defined topology to 
which quasi-isometries extend as boundary homeomorphisms. By way of exam
ple, the boundary of lHIn +1 is the n-sphere and the boundary of a tree is totally 
disconnected. We may always connect two ideal points by a quasi-geodesic, 

that goes via the basepoint if need be, and when X is proper this quasi-geodesic 
can be taken to be a geodesic and quasi-rays are equivalent to geodesic rays. 
This visual connectivity by geodesics can even be found among some hyperbolic 
metric spaces that fail to be proper; perhaps a striking example of this is the 
curve graph, which is locally infinite (see Bowditch [Bow2]). 

The boundary of most interest to us is of course the boundary of the curve 
complex: That this has an explicit description is a remarkable result of Klar
reich [KIa]. Before we give her theorem we must briefly explain some of the 
terminology and ideas of Thurston, and we shall be making use of these again. 
As we will see in §1.5, the ideal points of the curve complex correspond to the 
non-conformal end invariants of Thurston's ending lamination conjecture. 

Fix a complete hyperbolic metric on I: of finite volume. A geodesic lamina

tion in I: is a compact set foliated by simple geodesics. The most straightforward 
examples are provided by collections of distinct and disjoint curves when we re
alise each curve by its unique simple closed geodesic. The idea of a lamination 
was first considered by Thurston and gives a well-defined limit for a sequence 
of curves. 

We may topologise the set g.c(I:) of all geodesic laminations in I: by regard
ing g.c(I:) as a subspace of the Hausdorff topology on compact subsets of I:. 
This can be metrised by defining d1i(A, B) = inf{r : A <;;; Nr(B), B <;;; N,..(A)} 
for all compact subsets A and B of I:, and where N,..(A) denotes the set of 
all points in I: at most distance r from A. Convergence in this topology can 

be seen in the surface I:, and we give an example to illustrate this: Take two 
simple but intersecting closed geodesics a, f3 and take whole twists of a around 
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;3. The resulting sequence converges in the Hausdorff topology to a geodesic 
lamination that contains ;3 and spirals into ;3 from both sides. We shall say that 
a lamination is minimal if it does not properly contain a non-empty lamination 
and we shall say that it is filling, or fills E, if it has non-empty intersection with 
every simple closed geodesic in E. 

Any ideal point of the curve complex is by definition represented by a se
quence of curves, and it turns out that this sequence also converges on a well
defined geodesic lamination that fills the surface. For more or less the same 
reason, the limiting lamination is also minimal, and we see that ideal points 
correspond naturally to minimal filling laminations. This is essentially Klarre
ich's point, and it remains to topologise the set of minimal filling laminations, 
which we denote as MF(E), in the right way. 

Every geodesic lamination admits a transverse measure whose support, where 
it assigns non-zero measure, is the union of all its minimal sublaminations. In 
some sense, transverse measures detect where and the extent to which a lamina
tion runs self-parallel. The simplest examples of these are provided by assigning 
non-negative weights to each component of a multicurve. The set of measured 
laminations, which we denote by M£(E), is to carry the weak* -topology so 
that convergence is on measures. If we allow the positive real numbers to act 
on M£(E) - {O} by scaling measures, then we have the orbit space P M£(E) 
called the projective measured lamination space. Toplogically, M£(E) is a ball 
of dimension 6genus(E) - 6 and P M£(E) a sphere of dimension 6genus(E) -7. 

In passing from a projective measured minimal and filling lamination to its 
support, we have the so-called "measure-forgetting" topology on MF(E). Klar
reich's theorem may now be stated as follows. 

Theorem (Klarreich) The natural map from the Gromov boundary of the curve 
complex to the space of minimal filling laminations MF(E) given the measure
forgetting topology is a homeomorphism. 

(For a second proof, making use of a particular train track complex, see 

Hamenstiidt [HamI J.) Besides this topological description, to the best of my 
knowledge not a great deal is known about this boundary. It is known to be 
uncountable, to carry a complete metric and to be second countable but nothing 
appears to be known about its remaining topological properties. In particular, 
it is not known whether the boundary is connected. 

1.3 Mapping class groups 

The term mapping class group has come to refer to many slightly different 
flavours of group associated to a surface. Here, the extended mapping class 
group M ap* (E) of a connected orientable surface E is the group of all self
homeomorphisms of E up to homotopy, with group multiplication defined by 
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composing two representative homeomorphisms before taking homotopy classes. 
The elements of M ap*(~) shall be referred to as mapping classes. The subgroup 
M ap(~) of index two comprising all orientable mapping classes is what we shall 
refer to as the mapping class group. It is an observation of Nielsen that the 
mapping class group is the outer automorphism group of 1rl (~). The pure 
mapping class group P M ap(~) is the subgroup of 1\!I ap* (2:;) whose elements fix 
each boundary component setwise or puncture of~. 

While these families of groups playa central role in the study of surface topol
ogy, they continue to be of intense interest in their own right for they straddle 
many aspects of group theory and geometric group theory by simultaneously 
exhibiting many traits and differences found in other classes of group. For 
example, mapping class groups and arithmetic groups all have finite virtual co
homological dimension, verify a Tits alternative and are residually finite and yet 
mapping class groups are not arithmetic (they have finite index in their abstract 
commensurator groups, see [Iva2]). Furthermore, mapping class groups are hy
perbolic in the sense of Gromov only in a few low complexity cases (where they 
do not have high rank free abelian subgroups) and they are weakly hyperbolic (in 
the sense of Farb) relative to a finite family of curve stabilisers and yet they are 
not strongly hyperbolic (in the sense of Bowditch or, equivalenty, Osin) relative 
to any finite family of proper subgroups (see Anderson-Aramayona-Shackleton 
[AASl] for one proof). For a proof making use of convergence group actions, 
see [Bow5]. 

The study of mapping class groups related to surfaces dates back to the 1920s 
and was started by Dehn and Nielsen, who took very different perspectives. 
In particular, Dehn first made use of the natural action of the mapping class 
group on the set of all curves associated to a surface, which he refers to as the 
arithmetic field. This action is defined by representing a curve by a loop and a 
mapping class by a homeomorphism before passing to the free homotopy class 
of the image loop, and extends naturally to what is now the standard simplicial 
action on the curve complex. Their interaction is fundamental in the study of 
the mapping class group. 

These ideas were then taken on by Ivanov, who further studied the mapping 
class group and its interaction with the curve complex. In particular, Ivanov 
[IvaI] succeeded in showing that the automorphism group of the curve complex 
of a surface of genus at least two is a quotient of the extended mapping class 
group. This is the analogue of Royden's celebrated theorem [Roy] for the Te
ichmuller metric, later generalised by Earle-Kra [EKra]. The remaining genus 
zero and genus one cases, with the exception of the two-holed torus, were settled 
by Korkmaz [Korl] in his thesis. We summarise their combined result. 

Theorem (Ivanov-Korkmaz) The automorphism group of the curve complex of 
a finite type surface that is not the two-holed torus is isomorphic to a quotient 
of the mapping class group. 
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A new proof, an induction on the dimension of the curve complex making use 
of a modular structure on Farey graphs, was later put forward by Luo [Luol]. 
In the same paper, Luo first identifies an automorphism of the curve complex 
associated to the two-holed torus not induced by a mapping class. Making use 
of Ivanov's arguments, Irmak [Irml] generalises Ivanov's theorem to show that 
the so-called superinjective maps, that by definition are simplicial and preserve 
the non-disjointness of curves, of the curve complex associated to a surface of 
genus two with at least two punctures or of genus at least three are induced by 
a mapping class. The purpose of this work is to establish a virtual co-Hopfian 
result for mapping class groups. 

In Chapter 3, we bring this process of generalising Ivanov's work [IvaI] to 
what is, perhaps, a natural conclusion by showing that in fact every embed
ding, and moreover every local embedding, on any two curve complexes whose 
dimensions do not increase from domain to codomain is induced by a mapping 
class. From this we deduce a strong local co-Hopfian result for mapping class 
groups, and that no mapping class group can admit a faithful action on another 
curve complex of the same dimension. Recall that a star in the curve graph is 
the union of all edges incident on a common vertex. 

Theorem (Shackleton) Suppose that El and E2 are two orientable surfaces of 
finite type such that the complexity of El is at least that of E2 and that whenever 
they have equal complexity at most three they are homeomorphic or one is the 
three-holed torus. Then, every simplicial map from the curve complex C(E 1 ) to 
the curve complex C(E2 ) injective on each star (that preserves the separating 
type of a curve when both surfaces are the two-holed torus) is induced by a map
ping class. 

Meanwhile, the work of Nielsen largely concerns individual mapping classes 
and was later developed by Thurston in his classification of surface diffeomor
phisms (see [Thur3]); the elements of the mapping class group either are peri
odic, fix a multicurve or are pseudo-Anosov. By definition, periodic mapping 
classes are the torsion elements and have finite order, reducible elements fix a 
multicurve (that is, fix each vertex of a simplex in C(E)) and pseudo-Anosovs 
stabilise a pair of projective measured laminations, one attracting and the other 
repelling under forward iteration. In the language of §1.2, these laminations 
represent ideal points of the curve complex for they are both minimal and to
gether fill the surface (see [CasBI] for more details). According to [FLP]' any 
mapping class h is pseudo-Anosov if and only if for every curve a we have 
L(a, hna) ---? 00 as n ---? 00; in particular, they are characterised in leaving 
no curve invariant. Centralisers of pseudo-Anosovs are virtually cyclic. While 
pseudo-Anosovs enjoy these special properties, they are in fact typical elements 
of the mapping class group and can be generated by a composition of two suit-
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Figure 1.3: A right Dehn twist of one curve around a second. 

ably high powers of (Dehn) twists about curves that together fill the surface (see 
[Fathi] for one proof, and [Long] or [Pen] for proofs when two or more curves 
are involved). 

Problems regarding the generation and presentation of the mapping class 
groups were first approached by Dehn [Dehn2]. A key discovery in his work is 
the family of elements that have since become known as Dehn twists and are, 
informally, constructed by cutting the surface along a curve and gluing the sur
face back together with an integer's worth of twisting. (See Figure 1.3.) These 
give a very intuitive feel for many of the elements of mapping class groups. It 
was known to Dehn that the pure mapping class groups are generated by finite 
sets of Dehn twists. This idea was later developed by Lickorish [Lic1] (see [Lic2] 
for his corrigendum). In the influential work of Hatcher-Thurston [HatThur], 
the authors establish the following. 

Theorem (Hatcher-Thurston) The mapping class group of a finite type surface 
is finitely-presented. 

As they say, the presentations found using their techniques are rather com
plicated and in need of some simplification. Building on their work, Wajnryb 
[Waj] identifies a simpler finite presentation for the mapping class group of a 
closed surface or a one-holed surface comprising 2genus('L.) + 1 Dehn twists. 
This culminates in the work of Gervais [Ger], who finds a clean finite presenta
tion for the mapping class group of an arbitrary surface, and Luo [Luo2], who 
finds a second simple but infinite presentation exploiting relations that were 
known to Dehn. 

The growth of any non-trivial class, in any finite generating set, is known to 
be linear (see [MaMi2] and [FLM]). The mapping class group is both automatic 
(see Mosher [Mos]) and biautomatic (see [Ham2]), and the conjugacy problem 
for pseudo-Anosovs can be solved in linear time [MaMi2]. The mapping class 
groups of punctured spheres and of the closed surface of genus two are known 
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to be linear (see Bigelow-Budney [BigeBud] and Korkmaz [Kor2]) for they have 
strong connections with braid groups (that these are linear is a remarkable result 
of Bigelow [Bige] and then Krammer [Kra]). The following important question 
remains open. 

Question Does the mapping class group of a finite type surface I; - II always 
admit a faithful and finite dimensional linear representation? 

This is a challenging problem, and a complete solution seems some way off. 
In a recent note of Storm [Sto], resting on the work of Hamenstadt [Ham2] 
and Kato [Kat], it is shown that the mapping class group verifies the Novikov 
conjecture. Many other properties of linear groups may be attributed to the 
mapping class groups, for example they have uniformly exponential growth (see 
Anderson-Aramayona-Shackleton [AAS2]). There are still many more properties 
to enquire of. 

There are many important subgroups of the mapping class group. The 
Johnson kernel JC(I;) associated to the surface I; is the subgroup of the mapping 
class group M ap(I;) generated by all Dehn twists around separating curves. For 
this reason it is intimately related to the flag subcomplex of the curve complex 
whose vertices are all separating curves, namely the separating curve complex. 
In any case, this subgroup was first studied by D. Johnson who shows in PI] 
that, when I; is a closed surface of genus at least three, JC(~) has infinite index 
in the Torelli group T(I;), the kernel of the natural action of the extended 
mapping class group on the first homology group HI (I;, Z), by considering the 
short exact sequence 

The quotient homomorphism has since become known as the Johnson ho

momorphism. It is a result of Johnson's P2] that the Torelli group associated 
to a closed surface of genus at least three is generated by a finite subset of 
Dehn twists around separating curves and around bounding pairs. However, it 
is subsequently shown by Biss-Farb [BisF] that no Johnson kernel associated 
to a closed surface of genus at least three is finitely generated. This builds on 
the work of McCullough-Miller [McCM] who prove this for the closed surface 
of genus two. The mapping class group, and its various subgroups, have many 
connections with the topology of 3-manifolds. Morita [Mor] establishes connec
tions between the Torelli group of a closed surface of genus at least three and 
Casson's invariant of homology 3-spheres. We may reasonably ask whether the 
methods developed in Chapter 3 apply to the separating curve complex, and 
hence the Johnson kernel and the Torelli group. 

On the face of it, we seem to be extremely well-placed: We are studying 
an interesting group with a slew of interesting subgroups, all of which just so 
happen to act very naturally on a hyperbolic metric space, and there is an 
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established theory for just such a situation, as we described in outline in §1.2. 
However, this theory applies best to proper metric spaces, such as hyperbolic 
groups in their word-metrics, and the curve complex is far from being proper. 
We can now see this for, if we take two intersecting curves a and f3 in L: both 
disjoint from a third curve" then by Dehn twisting a around f3 we generate 
an infinite family of distinct curves each disjoint from ,. In particular, these all 
belong to the link of ,. 

Nonetheless, much can be said about the nature of the action of the map
ping class group on the curve complex. Bestvina-Fujiwara [BesFu] introduced 
the notion of weak proper discontinuity, hence forth referred to as WPD, for a 
group action by isometries and showed that the action of the extended map
ping class group on the curve complex satisfies this. Roughly speaking, we say 
that the action of a group on a metric space satisfies WPD if the number of 
mapping classes moving both any point and its translate by a large power of 
any loxodromic group element a small distance is finite. They do so by the 
use of a geometric limiting argument, going from an infinite sequence of curves 
to geodesic laminations. From this they deduce, among other things, that the 
dimension of the real second bounded cohomology of the mapping class group, 
and any subgroup that is not virtually abelian, is infinite. 

Inspired by their line of argument Bowditch [Bow2] generalises their result. 
Bowditch introduces the notion of acylindricity for an isometric action, and 
shows that the action of the mapping class group on the curve complex also 
satisfies this. Acylindricity has its roots in the study of 3-manifolds and Sela's 
work on splittings and group actions on trees. Roughly speaking once more, we 
say that an isometric action by a group is acylindrical if the number of group 
elements moving a long geodesic a short distance is uniformly finite. While the 
work of Minsky et al towards the ending lamination conjecture uses the curve 
complex to understand hyperbolic 3-manifolds, the argument of Bowditch makes 
use of hyperbolic 3-manifolds to study the action of the mapping class group on 
the curve complex. 

Both the approach to acylindricity and the approach to WPD make use of 
geometric limit arguments. An important feature to bear in mind is that limiting 
arguments are, by nature, non-constructive and the information they yield non
computable. For this reason, the WPD theorem of Bestvina-Fujiwara is re
established by computational methods and a computable version of Bowditch's 
acylindricity theorem (see Chapter 2, Theorem 23) is established in this thesis. 
A weaker form of acylindricity satisfied by the action of the mapping class 
group is also shown by Hamenstiidt [Ham3] using a certain train track complex. 
Our computable version of acylindricity is stronger than this and stronger than 
WPD, though slightly weaker than that of Bowditch for the bounds we provide 
are non-uniform. However, these bounds are computable and explicit for they 
can be expressed in terms of intersection numbers and the topology of :B - IT. 
This is our reward. 
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1.4 Teichmiiller space 

Given a topological manifold ~, it is natural to ask what constant negative 
curvature riemannian metrics, if any, can be endowed on ~. It is a consequence 
of Mostow rigidity that if ~ is a topological n-manifold, with n 2: 3, that 
admits a hyperbolic metric of finite volume then this is the only such metric 
up to isometry. When ~ is a surface of negative Euler characteristic, rigidity 
no longer applies and indeed we have a whole family of such metrics referred to 
as Teichmiiller space. This space carries the topology of an open ball of finite 
dimension, obtained by anyone of several parameterisations. We shall, after 
defining Teichmiiller space, construct this topology via the Frenchel-Nielsen co
ordinates. For more details, we refer to Abikoff [Abi] and Imayoshi-Taniguchi 
[ImaTan]. 

For ease of exposition, we shall only deal with a fixed closed, connected and 
orientable topological surface ~ such that genus(~) 2: 2, though much of what 
we say either still holds when ~ is allowed to have punctures and boundary 
components or can be translated to this setting. A marking of ~ is a pair 
(f, S) where S is a riemannian surface and! : ~ --+ S is a homeomorphism. 
We declare two such markings equivalent if, up to isotopy, they differ by an 
isometry: The two markings (k Si) (i E {I, 2}) are equivalent if there exists a 
riemannian isometry h : Sl --+ S2 such that hh ~ h. It can be verified that 
this does define an equivalence relation on the set of all markings. We define 
the Teichmiiller space Teich(~) associated to ~ as the set of equivalence classes 
of markings. Each marking class on ~ contains a marking (f, S) such that the 
pull-back of S via! is a hyperbolic metric on ~. It is therefore appropriate to 
view each marking class as a hyperbolic metric on ~ and the Teichmiiller space 
as the set of all marked hyperbolic metrics. 

The group of all self-homeomorphisms has a natural action on the set of 
all markings by precomposition and, on taking homotopy classes, this descends 
to an action of the extended mapping class group on Teichmiiller space. The 
moduli space of ~ is the orbit space of this action, and it is a result of Mumford 
that the "thick" part of moduli space, as will be defined soon, is compact. 

A pants decomposition P of ~ is a maximal collection of distinct and disjoint 
curves in ~, and corresponds to a top simplex in the curve complex. Each pants 
decomposition corresponds to a top multicurve and to a top dimensional simplex 
in the curve complex. By a pair of pants, we shall mean topologically a sphere 
with three open discs removed. The complement of a pants decomposition 
of ~ is a disjoint collection of interiors of pairs of pants. We shall use a pants 
decomposition P to parameterise Teichmiiller space. To each marked hyperbolic 
surface (f, S) we can associate the 2N-tuple (ls(f(ai), Bs(f(ai))) E (0, oo)N X 

jRN, where ls(f(ai) denotes the S-length of the closed geodesic homotopic to 
!(ai) and Bs(f(ai) the twisting parameters. Each tuple encodes the assembling 
data of S via hyperbolic pairs of pants, with their boundary lengths specified by 
the ls(f(ai)) and the twisting round boundary components by the Bs(f(ai)). 

There is a natural correspondence between the elements of Teichmiiller space 
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and such tuples, and we give Teich(2:.) the topology in which this correspondence 
defines a homeomorphism. Although this parameterisation is dependent on 
the choice of pants decomposition, the topologies on Teich(2:.) resulting from 
different choices of P all differ by a homeomorphism. Since IPI = 3genus(2:.) - 3, 
the Teichmiiller space associated to 2:. is topologically an open ball of dimension 
6genus(2:.) - 6. 

This topology on Teich(2:.) is meterizable in at least two important and some
what contrasting ways, namely by the Teichmiiller metric (equal to Kobayashi's 
metric) and by the Weil-Petersson metric. We shall say something on both, 
but it is the Teichmiiller metric that is most closely related to the curve com
plex and therefore is most relevant here. Given two marked hyperbolic surfaces 
O'i = [1;, Si] (i E {I, 2}) we define their Teichmiiller distance dT(O'l, 0'2) to be 
equal to 

where K(f) denotes a certain "dilation" of a homeomorphism f between two 
riemannian surfaces. This defines a metric on Teich(L;) compatible with the 
topology we just described. (The triangle inequality follows from a certain mul
tiplicative property of the dilation.) Teichmiiller's metric is non-riemannian but 
it is complete, uniquely geodesic and geodesic ally complete. Moreover, geodesics 
in dT are determined by quadratic differentials, or singular euclidean structures, 

via the Teichmiiller map and quadratic differentials in turn determine, and are 
determined by, metrics on 2:. flat away from a finite number of singularities 
(where all the negative curvature is to be thought of as being concentrated). 
See Strebel [Str] for a thorough account of quadratic differentials. It is a cel
ebrated result of Royden's [Roy] that the isometry group of the Teichmiiller 
metric is isomorphic to the extended mapping class group. 

We remark that the Teichmiiller metric for the torus is isometric to the 
hyperbolic plane. It is largely for this reason that it was briefly suspected that 
every Teichmiiller metric is hyperbolic in the sense of Gromov. However, the 
failure of this is largely due to the presence of Margulis thin regions in Teich(L;) 

which coarsely resemble product spaces with a sup-product metric [Mil]. Thus, 
Teich(L;) exhibits properties of positive curvature. This is, in some sense, the 
only obstruction to hyperbolicity. 

There are other good reasons why dT is not hyperbolic. For instance, dT 
admits more than one natural boundary. There are two compactifications 
of Teichmiiller space, due to Bers and due to Thurston, but they are non
homeomorphic for Kerckhoff [Ker] (see also [KerTJ) explains that the action 
of the mapping class group on Teich(2:.) fails to extend continuously to Bers's 
boundary (indeed, this boundary is base point dependent and the mapping class 
group moves the base point) whereas the action does extend continuously to 
Thurston's boundary. A short proof of the non-hyperbolicity of dT is provided 
by Bowditch [Bow5], by considering convergence group actions of the mapping 
class group. An alternative argument that exploits the exponential divergence 
of geodesics in a hyperbolic space, which fails in dT , is given by Ivanov [Iva3]. 

Although not hyperbolic, the Teichmiiller metric is coarsely related to the 
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curve graph. This construction requires a version of the collar lemma (details 
and proof can be found in [Abi]) , from which we find a positive constant E such 
that, for any surface I: of genus at least two, any hyperbolic metric 0" E Teich(I:) 
and any two intersecting curves a and fJ in I:, if la(a) is at most E then la(fJ) 
is greater than E. That is to say, any curve intersecting a "short" curve must 
be "long". It is standard to refer to such a choice of E as a Margulis constant. 

For any curve a, let To. ~ Teich(I:) be the set of all those marked hyperbolic 
metrics in which the length of a is strictly less than E. Each To. is an open and 
non-empty subset of Teich(I:) and the complement in Teich(I:) of their union 
is often referred to as the thick part of Teichmuller space. We see that To. n Tf3 
is empty if and only if a and fJ can be realised disjointly. We construct a nerve 
of {To.}o. by introducing to each To. a new point and connecting this to each 
point of To. by an edge of length one. The resulting space Teichel(I:) is a length 
space and hence carries a natural path-metric, in much the same way as we saw 
for the curve complex. We call this metric the electric (Teichmuller) metric, 
and record that the usual path-metric on the curve complex and the electric 
metric are quasi-isometric. Thus, the electric metric is hyperbolic in the sense 
of Gromov. In particular, it is the thin regions that prevent dT from being 
hyperbolic. 

While the Teichmuller metric and the curve complex fail to be quasi-isometric, 
geodesics in the first determine quasi-geodesics in the second by tracking the 
thin regions they pass through. These are important observations for both the 
approach of Masur-Minsky and the approach of Bowditch to the hyperbolicity 
of the curve complex. 

For each point 0" E Teich(I:) , the space of holomorphic quadratic differentials 
Q(O") may be identified with the cotangent space T;(I:). Now Q(O") carries a 
natural L2-inner product, defined by the weighted integral 

< rP,ry >= h rPry/0"2. 

The riemannian part of the dual of <, > is referred to as the Weil-Petersson 
metric, denoted dw p. It is a result of Wolpert's [Wolp] that the Weil-Petersson 
metric is not complete since curves collapse to cusps in finite time, and that the 
completion of dw p may be realised by adjoining noded surfaces to Teich(I:). 
Further, dw p has strict negative-sectional curvatures neither bounded away 
from 0 nor -00 (so that dwp is CAT(O)), has isometry group isomorphic to 
the extended mapping class group of I: - II (see Masur-Wolf [Ma Wolf]), is 
geodesically convex and the length function associated to any curve is strictly 
convex. 

There is a combinatorial description of the Weil-Petersson metric in terms 
of the pants complex due to Hatcher-Thurston, whose vertices are the pants 
decomposition of I: we have just discussed. Whereas the Teichmuller metric 
and the curve complex fail to be quasi-isometric, the Weil-Petersson and the 
path-metric on the pants complex are quasi-isometric. This is due to Brock-Farb 
[BroF]. The construction of the quasi-isometry makes use of the Bers constant 
(for every hyperbolic metric on I: there is a pants decomposition of I: in which 
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the length of each curve is at most this constant). In [Bro], Brock describes a 
coarse Lipschitz relationship between the volume of the convex core of a quasi
Fuchsian group and the Weil-Petersson distance between the two conformal end 
invariants (they are roughly proportional). In [BroF], it is shown that the Weil
Petersson metric associated to L; is hyperbolic if and only if L; is a four-times 
punctured sphere, a five-times puncture sphere or a twice punctured torus. The 
case of the five-times punctured sphere (and the two-holed torus) were shown 
independently by Aramayona [Ara] and by Behrstock [Behr] via very different 
means. 

1.5 The theory of ends 

The study of 3-manifolds has seen remarkable progress in the last few years 
alone, invoking many ideas developed over the past century. This subject un
derwent a revolution during the 1970s with the influential work of Thurston, 
who put forward three significant conjectures. Of most relevance to us are the 
tameness conjecture and the ending lamination conjecture, and we shall give 
careful statements of these. The third, the geometrisation conjecture, roughly 
states that any 3-manifold can be given a geometric structure by first giving a 
geometric structure on each piece of its JSJ-decomposition. Many of the ideas 
involved inspired the work of Dunwoody and Stallings, among others, on group 
splittings. In 2003, Perelman [Perl], [Per2] announced a proof ofthe geometriza
tion conjecture making use of Ricci curvature. His result implies the well-known 
Poincare conjecture. 

Tameness conjecture Let M be a complete hyperbolic 3-manifold with finitely 
generated fundamental group. Then Iv! is the interior of a compact 3-manifold. 

A manifold which is the interior of a compact manifold is said to be topolog
ically tame, or just tame. The first example of a 3-manifold which is not tame 
was found by Whitehead, and McMillen proved that there are uncountably 
many non-tame 3-manifolds. We recall that a hyperbolic metric is a riemannian 
metric with constant sectional curvature -1. The universal cover of a com
plete hyperbolic 3-manifold is JH[3 with boundary S~ the Riemann sphere. (See 
Kapovich [Kap] for an excellent survey.) We actually gave Marden's formulation 
of the tameness conjecture, posed after he verified tameness for "geometrically 
tame" complete hyperbolic 3-manifolds (see [Mardl). As we shall see, the ques
tion of tameness reduces to looking at the peripheral pieces known as ends. 
The theory of geometrically finite ends was largely developed by, among others, 
Ahlfors, Bers, Kra, Marden, Maskit, Sullivan and Thurston between 1960 and 
1980. Later, the non-geometrically finite ends were studied by Bonahon, Brock, 
Canary, Minsky and Souto, among others. 

Particular cases of the tameness conjecture were treated by Ohshika [Oh], 
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Canary-Minsky [CanMi] and Souto [Sou] before independent and simultaneous 
proofs of the tameness conjecture were announced by Agol [Ag] and Calegari
Gabai [CalGa] in 2004. Later, Soma [Som] found new arguments simplifying 
those of Calegari-Gabai. This verifies, among other things, the Ahlfors mea
sure conjecture, which correctly asserts that the limit set of a finitely generated 
Kleinian group has full or zero measure. 

Ending lamination conjecture Every complete and orientable hyperbolic 3-

manifold M with finitely generated fundamental group is determined by its topo
logical type, by the conformal boundaries of its geometrically finite ends and by 
the ending laminations of its geometrically infinite ends. 

This is posed assuming the tameness conjecture to give us the lamination 
invariant, and represents a classification of hyperbolic 3-manifolds. It was first 
explicitly stated by Thurston in [Thur2]. (For a survey of the standard Thurston 
machinery, see [CanEG] and [Thurl].) The two end invariants naturally corre
spond to points in Thurston's compactified Teichmiiller spaces: The conformal 
boundaries belong in the interior and the ending laminations correspond to 
boundary points, modulo measures. The classification for finite volume hy
perbolic 3-manifolds is the Mostow rigidity theorem we recalled in §4: If two 
3-manifolds with isomorphic fundamental groups both admit a hyperbolic met
ric of finite volume, then they are isometric. Very recently, a complete proof of 
the ending lamination conjecture was announced by Brock-Canary-Minksy (see 
[Mi3] and [BroCM] for the indecomposable case, the general case is to follow), 
building on a significant volume of work due in large part to Minsky. A second 
and subsequent proof of the indecomposable case is given by Bowditch [Bow6]. 

In 1910, Dehn put forward a key lemma on 3-manifolds that was subse
quently named after him. As Kneser points out though, the argument Dehn 
gives has serious gaps first addressed by Kneser himself. It was not until nearly 
fifty years after Dehn's work was published that the first correct proof, due to 
Papakyriakopoulos, was given. Subsequent simplifications and improvements 
on Dehn's original claim were given by Shapiro-Whitehead and then Stallings. 
The following statement of Dehn's lemma was given by Stallings. 

Lemma Let M be a 3-manifold and B a component of a!vI and N a normal 
subgroup of1fl(B). Suppose that there are elements of ker(1fl (B) --> 1fl(M)) 
not contained in N. Then, there is a simple loop in B bounding an embedded 

disc in !vI and not contained in N. 

Each argument is constructive, making essential use of Papakyriapoulos's 
tower of covers with base !vI, and in parallel proves the analogue of Dehn's 
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lemma for spheres, subsequently known as the sphere theorem. Both have im
portant applications in knot theory, answering some conjectures of Hopf, but 
Dehn's lemma features prominently in Scott's proof (see [Sco]) of his "core" 
theorem. This is a key result in formulating both the tameness and the end
ing lamination conjectures, and is the starting point for Bonahon's work. Scott 
proved that every finitely generated group is the fundamental group of a compact 
3-manifold. His core theorem, stated as follows, implies this compact manifold 
can be chosen to be a submanifold when considering fundamental groups. 

Theorem Let M be a 3-manifold with 7rl (M)-finitely generated. Then there is 

a compact submanifold V of M such that the inclusion of V in 1\11 induces an 

isomorphism on fundamental groups. 

The argument is delicate and makes use of Dehn's lemma to find discs at 
which to surger a candidate submanifold, reducing a complexity each time. It 
is due to McCullough-Miller-Swarup [McCMS] that this core is unique up to 
homeomorphism when }vI is orientable, a result generalised to non-orientable 3-
manifolds by Harris-Scott [HarrSco] (they show that there are only finitely many 
up to homeomorphism). There is a relative version of Scott's core theorem due 
to McCullough [Mce] , producing a compact core meeting each cusp of M in an 
annulus or a torus. 

It is due to Bonahon [Bon] that the ends of M, as defined by Freudenthal, 
are in one-to-one correspondence with the complementary components of the 
core, and so we define an end of M in this way. It follows from Tucker [Tu] 
that a 3-manifold is tame if and only if each of its ends is tame. The tameness 
conjecture therefore boils down to the study of the complementary components 
of the core in M. 

Of further importance in understanding the structure of a complete hyper
bolic 3-manifold }vI of finitely generated fundamental group is a second core, to 
which }vI retracts, and is defined as follows. We may represent M as the quo
tient of1HI3/r where r is both a discrete and torsion-free subgroup of PSL(2, C). 
When r is not torsion free, the quotient manifold is said to be an orbifold. The 
limit set of r, denoted Ar , is the set of all accumulation points in JH[3 U S~. As 
r is discrete, Ar s:;; S~. The complement of Ar in S~ is denoted by Dr and 
is referred to as the domain of discontinuity of r. Notice that r has a natural 
action on each of S~, Dr and the convex hull of Ar in lHI3 . The convex core of 
r, sometimes referred to as the Nielsen core, is the quotient of this convex hull 
by r and is to be denoted C(M) C JH[3/r. Whenever C(M) has finite volume, 
we say that M is geometrically finite. 

Three mutually exclusive types of end of M are described as follows. We 
say that an end is a cusp if its fundamental group corresponds to a parabolic 
subgroup of r, so that it fixes an ideal point of JH[3 and is isomorphic either to Z 
or Z EEl Z. This means a cuspidal end is homeomorphic to the solid open torus or 
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torus cross IR, respectively. Among other things, cusps of !vI are contained in the 
(Margulis) thin part of M. While there may well be infinitely many non-cuspidal 
components of the Margulis thin region (each referred to as Margulis tubes), it 
is Sullivan's finiteness theorem that there are only finitely many Z EB Z-cusps. 

We say that an end is geometrically finite if it has an open neighbourhood 
disjoint from the convex core C(M). These "diverge exponentially" and can 
be compactified by gluing a conformal surface, found as one of the components 
of Dr Jr. It follows from the Ahlfors finiteness theorem that this orbit space 
is a finite type orbifold. When M is geometrically finite it is determined, up 
to isometry, by its fundamental group and by these conformal boundaries at 
infinity. A non-cuspidal and non-geometrically finite end is sometimes referred 
to as geometrically infinite. 

An end E is said to be simply degenerate if it has closure homeomorphic to 
the product S x [0, (0), where S is a component of the boundary of Scott's core 
in M, and there exists a sequence of pinched negative curvature surfaces that 
exit down E, that is are contained in E and eventually leave every compact 
subset in the closure E, and are homotopic to S x {O} in M. Bonahon [Bon] 
showed that the simply degenerate ends are exactly those down which a sequence 
of simple closed geodesics exit (a geometrically finite end therefore can not be 
simply degenerate, as such a sequence stays in the convex core). We can project 
each of these simple closed geodesics to curves in S and these converge, in the 
Hausdorff topology on S, to a geodesic lamination. Thurston showed that this 
lamination is an invariant of the simply degenerate end, that is it does not 
depend on the chosen sequence of simple closed geodesics disappearing down 
E, and there is always an approximating sequence of simple closed geodesics of 
uniformly bounded length, depending only on S. Furthermore, Thurston proved 
that these laminations both are minimal and fill the corresponding surface S. 
These laminations, and the conformal boundaries of geometrically finite ends, 
are the end invariants appearing in the statement of the ending lamination 
conjecture. 

Since parabolics in r often give only technical complications, for the remain
der of this section let us assume that r is parabolic free. We can always reduce 
to a close approximation of this by cutting out horoballs around parabolic points 
to which sequences of simple closed geodesics collapse. We shall say that M is 
geometrically tame if every end of M is either geometrically finite or simply 
degenerate. Bonahon [Bon] proved that if the Scott core has incompressible 
boundary in M, then M is geometrically tame. Any geometrically tame man
ifold is topologically tame, and the converse is due to Canary [Can I], [Can2]. 
It follows that Marden's topological version of the tameness conjecture and 
Thurston's geometric formulation are equivalent. To complete a proof of the 
tameness conjecture, it is now enough to verify that a non-geometrically finite 
end of M is simply degenerate (or cuspidal). 

This is the point of view adopted by Calegari-Gabai. Indeed, they construct 
the required subsurfaces explicitly by "shrinkwrapping" certain incompressible 
subsurfaces relative to a finite collection of simple closed geodesics. Combining 
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this with the main result of Souto [Sou], that every M a nested union of com
pact cores is topologically tame, the tameness conjecture follows. Meanwhile, 
the approach of Agol is somewhat different: Rather than prove that every ge
ometrically infinite end is simply degenerate (or cuspidal), he shows that a 
particular limit of tame manifolds is again tame. 

In parallel, much of the work towards a proof of the ending lamination 
conjecture was driven by Minsky. During the early 1990s, Minsky [Mi2] verified 
this among the bounded geometry 3-manifolds (where simple closed geodesics 
do not degenerate to points). This is considerably easier to understand than the 
full ending lamination statement and, while the arguments will not generalise, 
the ideas it encompasses do prove instructive. The main strategy from here is to 
construct, combinatorially and piecewise, a model Riemannian manifold M* for 
M with a map f : M* ---+ M that is bi-Lipschitz away from the solid tori in M* 
corresponding to Margulis tubes in M. Sullivan's rigidity theorem [SuI] implies, 
among other things, that a bi-Lipschitz map between hyperbolic 3-manifolds 
of finitely generated fundamental groups is in fact an isometry. From this the 
ending lamination conjecture will follow. 

The construction of the model for a simply degenerate end makes funda
mental use of the curve complex and its geometric properties. An important 
component in this is the hyperbolicity of the curve complex, due to Masur
Minsky [MaMi2] (see Bowditch [Bowl] for a more succinct proof) as we recall. 
Given this, the curve complex has a canonical boundary whose points are, as 
we saw in §4, the invariants of simply degenerate ends. 

Before this can be exploited, the local finiteness issues of the curve complex 
must be overcome. This is a significant obstacle, and takes some heavy machin
ery introduced by Masur-Minsky to make this work. The two main constructions 
are the tight geodesic and the hierarchy. The former is defined thoroughly in 
Chapter 2, but for now we remark that tight geodesics have the highly desirable 
property that neighbouring curves drag one another around the surface. In any 
case, these exist and there are only finitely many between any two vertices. We 
recover many of the properties of a locally finite hyperbolic graph, in particu
lar we can use tight geodesics and a diagonal sequence argument to extract a 
bi-infinite (tight) geodesic between any two ideal points. 

Meanwhile, hierarchies represent a controlled system of tight geodesics and 
are the main device Minsky and his collaborators use to construct a model for a 
simply degenerate end. This construction is a little technical, but is simplified 
by restricting to the case of the five-times punctured sphere where every geodesic 
in the curve graph is tight (see [Mi4]). For a simply degenerate end E meeting 
the Scott core in a surface 5, there is a sequence of simple closed geodesics 
contained in and exiting down E that projects to a sequence of curves in 5 that 
lie on a tight geodesic ray in the curve graph of 5 ending on the lamination 
invariant of E. vVe can "thicken" this ray to a hierarchy of tight geodesics. 
The model is then obtained by gluing together standard blocks organised by 
the hierarchy. It should be noted that the resulting model does not depend on 
the original choice of geodesic ray, up to bi-Lischitz equivalence. 
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Since we can compute tight geodesics and hierarchies, it is worth investigat
ing whether we can compute finite pieces of the model manifold. 



Chapter 2 

Distances in the curve 
graph 

ABSTRACT: We give explicit bounds on the intersection number between any 
curve on a tight multigeodesic and the two ending curves. We use this to con
struct all tight multigeodesics and so conclude that distances are computable. 
The algorithm applies to all surfaces. We recover the finiteness result of Masur
Minsky for tight geodesics. The central argument makes no use of the geometric 
limit arguments seen in the recent work of Masur-Minsky (2000) and Bowditch 
(2003). We apply these methods to study the computability of stable lengths 
of all mapping classes and to give a computable version of both the WPD and 
acylindricity theorems, and remark they can be used to compute hierarchies. 
Our methods are entirely combinatorial. 

KEYWORDS: Curve complex, multigeodesic, train track. 

2.1 Introduction 

Let L.: be a closed, connected and orientable surface and let II s;:;; L.: be a finite 
subset. In [Harv], Harvey associates to the pair CE, II) a simplicial complex 
C(L.:, II) called the curve complex. This is defined as follows. We shall say that 
an embedded loop in L.: - II is trivial if it bounds a disc and peripheral if it 
bounds a once punctured disc. Let X = X(L.:, II) be the set of all free homotopy 
classes of non-trivial and non-peripheral embedded loops in L.:-II. The elements 
of X will be referred to as curves. We take X to be the set of vertices and deem 
a family of distinct curves {'Yo, 'Y1, ... , 'Yk} to span a k-simplex if any two curves 
can be disjointly realised in L.: - II. The mapping class group has a cocompact 
simplicial action on the curve complex and this action has been exploited by 
various authors, see for example [BesFu], [Hare] and [Iva2]. 

With the exception of only a few cases, namely L.: is a 2-sphere and IIII :::; 
4 and L.: is a torus and IIII :S 1, X is non-empty and the curve complex is 
connected. For these non-exceptional cases, it can be verified that the simplicial 

28 
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dimension C of C is equal to 3genus(E) + IIII - 4. We see that (E, II) is in fact 
non-exceptional if and only if C(E, II) > o. In each subsequent section of this 
chapter, it is to be assumed that (E, II) is such that C(E, II) > o. 

When C(E, II) > 0 the curve complex can be endowed with a path-metric 
by declaring all edge lengths to be equal to 1. All that is important here is the 
I-skeleton 9 of C, with which C is quasi-isometric and where vertex distances are 
integers. The induced metric on 9 is known to be unbounded and hyperbolic 
in the sense of Gromov [MaMilJ, [Bowl]. The boundary of 9 is homeomorphic 
to the space of minimal geodesic laminations filling L; - II, given any hyper
bolic metric on E - II, endowed with the "measure forgetting" topology [KIa], 
[Haml]. The curve complex plays a key role in Minsky et aI's approach to the in
decomposable case of Thurston's ending lamination conjecture, further studied 
by Bowditch [Bow6]. A third approach has been proposed by Rees [Re]. 

All this at first sight suggests that we may apply the methods of hyperbolic 
groups and spaces to study various groups acting on g, in particular the mapping 
class group and its subgroups. The curve graph, though, is not locally finite 
or even fine: As early as the 2-ball around any vertex of 9 these problems are 
manifest.1 Tight multigeodesics, introduced in [MaMi2] and further studied in 
[Bow2] and [Bow3], address this problem. Their introduction has been fruitful: 
Masur-Minsky used these to study the conjugacy problem in the mapping class 
group and Bowditch used these to describe the action of the mapping class group 
on the curve complex. 

Masur-Minsky [MaMi2] showed that there are only finitely many tight multi
geodesics between any two vertices of the curve graph and Bowditch [Bow2] im
proved on this, showing that there are only uniformly boundedly many curves 
in any given slice. We go some way to re-establishing these results, though our 
bounds depend on the intersection number of the two ending vertices. Since the 
arguments given here do not rely on passing to geometric limits, our work can 
be viewed as addressing the local finiteness problems as well as offering com
putability. Furthermore, our construction is local and therefore not sensitive 
to the topological type of I; - II. We see how to construct geodesics, all tight 
multigeodesics and compute the distance between any two vertices. In fact, 
their notions of tightness are slightly stronger than we shall need but finding a 
succinct weakening proves problematic. 

We introduce the key idea of chords and pulses to measure the interleaving 
in the surface of curves lying on a geodesic in g, turning an inherent complexity 
to our advantage. This measure is preserved by the action of the mapping 
class group. We construct a canonical train track relative to the ends of the 
geodesic and carrying the first curve, in so doing pulses determine a measure 
on this train track that verifies a coarse version of the switch condition. We use 
this to establish bounds on pulses that apply to all geodesics and, combining 
these with an appropriate tightness criterion, we establish the finiteness of tight 
multigeodesics. These methods are readily applicable to related complexes. 

1 We say that a graph is fine if any edge is contained in only finitely many circuits of any 
given length 
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In §2.8 we use our results to compute stable lengths of all mapping classes, 
modulo a non-computed uniform power. We then study the usual action of 
the mapping class group on the curve complex, finding a computable version 
of Bowditch's acylindricity theorem in §2.9 and a new proof of its weak proper 
discontinuity in §2.1O. It is worth pointing out that we only make essential use 
of the hyperbolicity of the curve complex in §2.8. 

2.2 Tight geodesics and our main results 

Let us remind ourselves of a few definitions. Associated to any two curves 
0: and /3 is their geometric intersection number L( 0:, f3), namely the minimal 
cardinality of the set an b among all a E a and b E /3. Note &(a, a) = 0 for all 
a, L(a,/3) = &(/3, a) for all a and /3, and d(a,f3)::; 1 if and only if L(a,f3) = O. 
For any two curves a and /3, we have d(a,/3) ::; &(0:,/3) + 1 (see [Bowl] for a 
logarithmic bound). 

For us, paths in the curve graph shall be sequences of vertices 10,11, ... ,In 

such that Ii =I- IHI and &bi' IHl) = 0, that is Ii and IHI are adjacent, for each 
i, or on occasion viewed as sets of vertices by a convenient abuse of notation. A 
geodesic in 9 is a distance realising path. 

We shall recall the notion of tight multigeodesic due to Bowditch [Bow2], 
but that of Masur-Minsky [MaMi2] works equally well here. Recall that a mul
ticurve is a collection of pairwise distinct curves of pairwise zero intersection 
number, corresponding to a simplex in the curve complex. Intersection number 
on multicurves is defined additively. Recall that a multipath is a sequence of 
multi curves (Vi)O such that bi)O is a path for any Ii E Vi, each i. We shall 
refer to each Vi as a vertex of the multipath. We say that a multipath (Vi)O is 
tight at Vj (1 ::; j ::; n - 1) if for all curves 5, whenever L(5,vj) > 0 we have 
&(5, vj-d + &(5, vj+d > O. In other words, a multipath is tight at Vj if any curve 
intersecting Vj also intersects at least one of the neighbouring multicurves Vj-l 
and Vj+l. We say that (Vi)o is tight if tight at each Vj (1 ::; j ::; n - 1). A 
multipath (Vi)O is a multigeodesic if dbi'lj) = j - i for each i < j and each 
Ii E Vi and Ij E Vj. In which case, we speak of Vi and Vj as being aligned, for 
each i < j. Finally, for any non-negative integer k the multi path (Vi)o is locally 

k-geodesic if Vi and Vj are aligned for 1 ::; j - i ::; k, so that dbi' Ij) = j - i for 
1 ::; j - i ::; k. 

We remark that every path in the curve graph associated to the five-times 
punctured sphere and the twice-punctured torus is tight since the dimension of 
the corresponding curve complexes leaves no alternative. The existence of tight 
multigeodesics in general was established by Masur-Minsky ([MaMi2], Lemma 
4.5), and since it will be important later in this chapter we shall now give 
their construction. Suppose that vo, VI, v2 is a multigeodesic. Realise Vo and V2 
in general position, and take a regular open neighbourhood N of their union. 
Attach to N all the disc and once-punctured disc components in its complement. 
We denote the resulting subsurface of ~ - II by N'. Now N' is well-defined up 
to isotopy, and is what we shall call the subsurface filled by Vo and V2. The 
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Figure 2.1: The multicurve VI is the relative boundary of Vo and V2, making 
Vo, VI ,V2 a tight geodesic. The subsurface bordered by the components of VI is 
that filled by Vo and V2. 

boundary of N', denoted 8( Vo, V2) and called the relative boundary of Vo and 
V2, is a non-empty multicurve such that Vo, 8(vo, V2), V2 is a tight multigeodesic. 
(See Figure 2.1.) 

Let us now suppose that Vo, VI, V2, V3 is a multigeodesic tight at V2. We 
replace VI with the relative boundary of Vo and V2. It can be shown that this 
does not affect tightness at V2, that is 8( Vo, V2), V2, V3 is a tight multigeodesic. 
This tightening procedure is therefore robust, and can be applied in any order 
to any geodesic in the curve graph to find a tight multigeodesic with the same 
ends. Moreover, any tight multipath is necessarily locally 2-geodesic. Whether 
we can always connect two vertices of 9 by a tight geodesic, rather than having 
to use multicurves, remains open. Perhaps weaker forms of tightness can be 
developed to address this. 

The central result may be stated as follows. 

Lemma 1 There is an explicit function F : N3 
---7 N such that the following 

holds. Let I:; be any closed and orientable surface and let II be a finite subset 
such that I:; - II is non-exceptional. For (Vi)O any multigeodesic in 9 (I:;, II) tight 
at VI, we have L(VI' vn ) :s: F(L(VO, vn ), genus(I:;) , IIII). 

Note that F(s, genus (I:;) , IIII) grows exponentially with s, perhaps leaving 
some room for improvement. In particular, the loss of the uniformity of the 
bounds of [Bow2] appears to be the current price of computability. Even so, 
these bounds are enough to deduce that any two ideal boundary points of 9 are 
connected by a bi-infinite tight multigeodesic. A proof ofthis visual connectivity, 
using a diagonal sequence argument, is given by Bowditch [Bow2]. For distances 
at most 5, there are geodesics satisfying the inequality given in Lemma 1 with 

F(L(a, (3), genus(I:;), IIII) cubic in L(a, (3). 
Consequences of Lemma 1 include the following. 
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Theorem 2 (Masur-Minsky) Suppose L: - IT is non-exceptional. Then, between 
any two vertices of 9(L:, IT) there are only finitely many tight multigeodesics. In 
addition, (S) their number is uniformly bounded in terms of the topology of L: - IT 
and the intersection number of the two ending vertices. 

From this it follows that between any two vertices in the curve graph of the 
five times punctured sphere, or the twice-punctured torus, there are only finitely 
many geodesics. Using Theorem 2, we can algorithmically construct all finite 
length tight multigeodesics. 

Theorem 3 There exists an explicit algorithm which takes as input 1':, IT and 
any two curves 0: and (3 in L: - IT and returns all tight multigeodesics connecting 
0: to (3. 

From this we can deduce an algorithm for constructing all hierarchies, as in
troduced by Masur-Minsky [MaMi2], and deduce that distances are computable. 

Theorem 4 There exists an explicit algorithm which takes as input L:, IT and 
any two curves 0: and (3 in L: - IT and returns the distance between 0: and (3 in 
9(L:,IT). 

(A version of Theorem 4 for closed surfaces of genus at least two is given 
in the unpublished thesis of Jason Leasure [Lea]. We learned of this after sub
mission for publication, and we are grateful to Richard P. Kent IV for alerting 
us.) 

We remark that the arguments we shall give in this paper enable the limiting 
argument of Bowditch [Bow2] for tight multigeodesics to apply in bounded time, 
that is without having to go all the way to the limit and moreover we know 
when we can stop. Fix a hyperbolic metric p on L: - n. Let 0: and (3 be any 
two curves and suppose that (vb, vi, .. . ,V~)i is an infinite sequence of distinct 
tight multigeodesics with vb = 0: and v~ = (3 for all i. Suppose further that this 
sequence is ordered lexicographically according to p-length. Then, there exists 
an explicit natural number N, depending only on /'(0:, (3) and the topology of 
L: - IT, such that for all i 2: N we have to conclude that vb, vi, ... ,v~ is not a 
geodesic. 

2.3 An overview of the main argument 

In this section, we give the heart of our main argument before giving bounds on 
intersection number for the easy low distance cases of Lemma 1. All subsequent 
sections are devoted to formalising this outline so as to compute the function F 
of Lemma 1 for larger distances. 
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Figure 2.2: Va, VI, V2 is a tight geodesic. VI is shielding V2 from Va· 

---- ------- -1----

Figure 2.3: A surgery of CI along a component of Cn - Co to form a new curve. 
In this case, the curve bounds two punctures. When II is empty we can form a 
new curve from a single subarc ending on Cn - Co· 
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Neighbouring multi curves on a tight multigeodesic tend to drag one another 
round the surface and shield each other from other curves. (See Figure 2.2 and 
Proposition 5.) Consider any multigeodesic (Vi)O and any simple realisation Ci 

for Vi, each i, such that Ci n CHI = 0 for each i, lei ncnl = L(Vi' vn ) each i :S n - 2 
and Ci n Cj n Cn = 0 for each i < j :S n - 2. Suppose that two components J1 

and J2 of Cn - Co are connected by three subarcs of Cl, denoted glo g2 and g3, 
and are homotopic relative to Cn - Co. Tightness at VI implies that the ends 
of at least two of these subarcs, say gl and g2, are separated by a point from 
C2 n Cn. To see this, we can otherwise readily construct a curve intersecting 
VI but disjoint from both Vo and V2, violating tightness at VI. (See Figure 2.3 
above for a depiction of such a surgery.) 

Now Cl and C2 are disjoint so we conclude that there must be a subarc h of C2 

connecting J1 to itself and sandwiched between gl and g2. This subarc of C2 is 
shielded from Co by Cl. Suppose that J1 = J2 . If the ends of h are not separated 
on J1 by a point from C3 n Cn then we may carry out a surgery of h along Cn 

to find a new simple loop c~ disjoint from both Co and C3. In particular, when 
II is empty c~ represents a curve, denoted I~' and we have succeeded in finding 
a new multipath vO,,~,V3, contradicting d(VO,V3) = 3. We conclude that the 
ends of h must be separated by C3. The case when II is non-empty is similarly 
treated, except we ask for the second return to J1 . 

This analysis continues along (Vi)O to higher indices. Suppose that a long 
subarc of Cn -2 is fellow travelled by two long subarcs of Cl, one on either side, 
and kept apart from Cl by long subarcs from C2, C3, ... ,Cn -3 in turn. Then 
we may perform a surgery on Cn -2 along Cn - Co to arrive at a new curve 
1~-2 having zero intersection with Vo· Furthermore, Cn -l n Cn = 0 and so this 
time we are guaranteed L(r~-2' vn-d = O. We have succeeded in finding a 
multipath connecting Vo and Vn -l of length less than n - 1 and hence we have 
a contradiction. (See Figure 2.4 overleaf for an illustration of this argument.) 

We shall see that if we start with a multigeodesic (Vi)O which is tight at 
VI and is such that L(Vl,Vn ) is large relative to L(VO,Vn ) (we shall quantify this 
in terms of F in §2.6) then this is exactly the situation we find ourselves in. 
Furthermore, the argument only requires tightness at VI. 

In the absence of an analogue for the tight geodesic these arguments would 
not seem to translate to the I-skeleton of the pants complex. With the probable 
exception of punctured spheres, they would also seem to not translate to the 1-
skeleton of the arc complex. Although there is an analogue of the tight geodesic, 
we find that performing a surgery on an arc running self-parallel over much of 
its length does not address the possibility of a second arc intersecting near the 
ends. It would be of much interest to overcome these issues, and find distance 
computing algorithms for these graphs. 

Returning to the curve graph, we now deal with the cases n = 2 and n = 3 
separately and hereafter assume n 2 4. 

Proposition 5 FaT each multigeodesic Vo, VI, V2 we have L( VI, V2) = O. For each 

multigeodesic VO,Vl,V2,V3 tight at VI we have L(Vl,V3):S 2L(VO,V3). 
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Figure 2.4: A section of consecutive multicurves on some tight geodesic. In 
general, the first multi curve traps long subarcs of the second, the second of the 
third and so on. The highlighted curve, resulting from a surgery on the third 
multicurve, is disjoint from the zeroth and fourth multicurves. When n = 5, 
the highlighted curve is always disjoint from the fourth multicurve. 
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Proof The first statement is obvious. For the second, we note that for any 
multigeodesic UO,Ul,U2 tight at Ul and any multicurve z, we have i(Z,Ul) ::; 
2(i(Z, UO)+i(Z, U2)). Before proving this inequality in the next paragraph, we see 
that when Z = V3 we have i(Vl, V3) ::; 2(i(VO, V3) + i(V2' V3)) = 2(i(VO, V3) + 0) = 
2i( Vo, V3) and we are done. 

Denote by N a subsurface of ~ - II representing that filled by Uo and U2, 
and choose a simple loop C E z. Let a denote an essential component of N n c. 
Now there are many ways to extend a to a non-trivial and non-peripheral sim
ple loop a* meeting aN essentially and such that N n a* is equal either to a 
or has precisely two components, each homotopic ally parallel to a relative to 
aN. Denote the free homotopy class of a* by [a*]. Since UO,Ul,U2 is tight, it 
follows that at least one of i([a*], un) and i([a*], U2) is non-zero. That is to say, 
each component of N n C makes a positive contribution to the intersection sum 
i(Z, un) + i(Z, U2) and the required inequality follows. <> 

The same argument fails for n 2: 4 since V2 and Vn are no longer adjacent. 

2.4 The idea of pulse 

We introduce a measure of the interleaving in the surface L; - II of curves lying on 
a tight multigeodesic in Q(~, II), allowing us to formalise the outline argument of 
§2.3 and compute the stated upper bounds on intersection numbers. The same 
ideas can be applied to geodesics and multigeodesics tight at a given vertex. 

For any given positive integer n, let Fn denote the free monoid of rank n 
generated by the set {el,e2, ... ,en}. We shall refer to the elements of Fn as 
words. For any word W E Fn , denote by w(i) the ith letter appearing in w. By 
a subword U of w E Fn , we shall mean a finite word Ul U2 ... Uk such that, for 
each i, there is an index j(i) with Ui = Wj(i) and, for each i ::; k - 1, we have 
j(i) < j(i + 1). That is, Ui and Ui+l need not be consecutive in w. For each i,j 
define lei - ejl = Ii - jl· Let R denote the relation set {eiej = ejei: i < j -1} 
and let N denote the congruence on Fn generated by R. We form the quotient 
Fn/ N and refer to the elements of this monoid as chords, denoting the N
congruence class of the word w by w. 

Chords naturally arise in the context of paths and multipaths in the curve 
graph. Consider a path or multipath (Vi)O and choose simple representatives 
Ci for Vi once more, so that Ci n Ci+l = (/) each i, ICi n cnl = i(Vi,Vn) for each 
i ::; n - 2 and Ci n Cj n Cn = (/) for each i < j ::; n - 2. Let J be any component of 
Cn -Co. Orient J and use this orientation to enumerate the points of Jnu~-2 Ci. 

This enumeration spells out an element w of Fn by identifying a point from Ci 
with the ith generator ei of Fn , each i. Tightness at Vi implies that w cannot 
be of the form w = wlelw2, for some WI, W2 E Fn and each i. Later, we will 
consider various subsets of J n U~-2 Ci, and enumerate their elements with the 
orientation on J to determine the m-pulse. 
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Now suppose that Iw(i) - w(i + 1)1 > 1. Then "fw(i) and "fw(i+1) have non
zero intersection number and we may homotop both Cw(i) and Cw(i+l) near J 
so as to transpose the two points of intersection corresponding to i and i + 1. 
If we re-enumerate, we arrive at a second word w' E Fn with W = w'. In this 
way, paths may be viewed as defining chords and tight multigeodesics "pinched" 
chords. Note also that each word in a chord induced by a path or multipath can 
be induced by the same path or multipath, just by considering transpositions. 

Let us set about defining the m-pulse of a given word and then of a given 
chord, for each 2 :::; m :::; n. For each word w E Fn we consider subwords u 

satisfying the following three conditions. First, both the initial and the final 
letters in u are equal to el. Second, for each i we have lu(i) - u(i + 1)1 :::; 1. 
Third, between any two successive el's in u there is exactly one e1Tt • We define 
the m-pulse of such a subword u to be equal to the number of times em appears 
in u. We define the m-pulse of w to be the maximal m-pulse arising among 
all such subwords u of wand denote it by Pm(W). Even when u satisfies these 
criteria and is maximal with respect to inclusion among all such subwords, it 
need not realise the m-pulse of w. 

Lemma 6 Suppose that v, w E Fn represent the same chord, that is v = w. 

Then, the m-pulse of v is equal to that of w for each m 2:: 2. 

Proof Any two elements of a chord are related by a finite sequence of trans
positions using n. The result follows by an induction on the length of such 
sequences, noting that each transposition fixes every subword satisfying our 
three criteria and so preserves m-pulse for each m 2:: 2. <) 

For 2 :::; m :::; n, we define the m-pulse of a given chord to be equal to the 
m-pulse of one (hence any) representative word, and denote this by Pm(w). We 
have just seen that this is well-defined. 

Let us complete this section with a few examples and remarks. Chords 
may be represented by, and are determined by, words from {e 1, e2, ... , en}. 

For instance, el e2e3e4e2e3e4 and el e2e3e2e4e3e4 represent the same chord since 
the first e4 and the second e2 may be transposed. The words ele2ele2el 
and elel ... ele2elel ... ele2el represent different chords although their 2-pulses 
both equal 2. The words elelele2elelele2el and ele2e2e2ele2e2e2el define dif
ferent chords although both their 2-pulses and their lengths are equal. The 
2-pulse of either word associated to the component of Cn - Co depicted in Figure 
5 is equal to 6. When chords are induced by a given tight geodesic, the tight
ness property prevents consecutive repetition of single letters ei. If we bound 
the m-pulse on such a chord, for each m, then we bound its length. 

Notice that pulse is symmetric and almost additive: For each m, the m-pulse 
of the concatenation of two words is either the sum of each m-pulse or one more 
than this sum. The I-pulse of a word or chord should always be regarded as 
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zero and, for each 2 ::; m ::; n - 1, the m + I-pulse of a chord is at most the 
m-pulse. 

In certain circumstances, summing the 2-pulses over each component of 
Cn - Co closely approximates L( VI, Vn) as follows. 

Lemma 7 Suppose that (Vi)O is a multigeodesic tight at VI. Then L P2 (w) ::; 
L( VI, Vn ) ::; 2( L( VO, Vn ) + L P2 (w)), where the summations are taken over the 
components of Cn - co. In particular, if K denotes the maximal 2-pulse over 
each component of Cn - co, we have L(VI,Vn) ::; 2(1 + K)L(VO,Vn). 

Proof Let J be any component of Cn - Co. Orient J and let w be the word 
associated to this oriented component. Any point of C2 n J contributing to 

P2 (w) is, by definition, trapped between two points from CI n Cn . It follows that 
p2(W) ::; ICI nJI· As ICI ncnl is minimal, summing over all components of Cn - Co 
gives the first inequality, L P2 (w) ::; L( VI, vn ). 

For the second inequality, we note that, at the very least, for any three 
consecutive points on J of CI n J there are two separated on J by a point from 
C2 n J. Thus, ICI n cnl ::; 2p2(W) + 2, and summing over each component of 
Cn - Co gives L( VI, Vn) ::; 2L( VO, Vn) + 2 L P2 (w). 

The final statement is an immediate consequence of the second inequality. <> 

The following section introduces all the machinery we need to control K. 

2.5 Train tracks relative to the ends of a geodesic 

Let us fix a smooth structure on I;. Recall that the smooth double of a connected 
subsurface E of I; is formed by taking a copy of E, if; , and identifying all 
corresponding pairs of non-singular points of the boundaries 8E and 8E. A 
train track, T, in I; - II is a smooth branched I-submanifold such that the 
Euler characteristic of the smooth double of each component of I; - (II U T) is 
negative. This rules out discs, once-punctured discs and discs with one or two 
boundary singularities as complementary regions. Train tracks were introduced 
by Thurston to study geodesic laminations and they shall prove useful here in 
handling long curves. 

It is standard to refer to the branch points of a train track as switches and 
the edges between switches as branches. We say that T is generic if each switch 
has valence three. By sliding branches along branches, if need be, we can take 
a train track and return a generic train track. This is a convenient option since 
it greatly simplifies our counting arguments. A train subpath p : I --+ T is a 
continuous map on a closed interval I ~ ~ such that p( n) is a switch for each 
n E Z n 1,p-l(v) E Z for each switch V and 81 ~ Z U {±oo}. 

A smooth simple closed loop C is carried by T if there exists a smooth map 
¢ : I; - II ---+ I; - II homotopic to the identity map on I; - II such that the 

restriction ¢Ic is an immersion and ¢(c) ~ T. We refer to ¢ as a carrying map or 
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supporting map. If T carries C then we have a measure on the branch set of T by 
counting the number oftimes the subpath ¢(c) traverses any given branch. This 
measure satisfies a switch condition: At each switch, the total inward measure 
is equal to the total outward measure. 

We recall a useful combinatorial lemma relating the number of switches and 
the number of branches of a train track to the Euler characteristic of 2:: - II. 

This is Corollary 1.1.3 from [PenHJ. 

Lemma 8 Let T be any train track in 2:: - II, let s denote the number of switches 
and e the number of branches. Then: 

i). s ::; -6X(2:: - II) - 21III; 
ii). e ::; -9X(2:: - II) - 31III. 

Let (Vi)O be any multipath in 9(2::, II) and choose smooth and simple realisa

tions Ci for Vi, each i, such that CinCi+l = 0 for each i, Ci nCn = {,(Vi' vn ) for each 
i ::; n - 2 and Ci n Cj n Cn = 0 for each i < j ::; n - 2. We construct a train track 
T which will carryall of Cl and all those subarcs of each Ci (2 ::; i ::; n 2) which 
end on Cn and which are trapped between subarcs of Clover large distances. 

There exists a smooth surjection ¢ : 2:: - II --+ 2:: - II homotopic to the 
identity map such that the restriction of ¢ to Cl is an immersion onto a smooth 
branched 1-submanifold T of 2:: - II with the characterising properties that any 
two components of Cl - Cn homotopic relative to Cn - Co are carried into the 
same edge of T, each component of Cn - Co intersects T at most once and T is to 

be disjoint from Co. 

Another way to explain the construction of T is to first form a homotopy 
H: 2:: - II x [O,lJ --+ 2:: - II, such that H(_, t) : 2:: - II --+ 2:: - II is injective 
for all t E [0,1) and H(_, 1) is an immersion, by sliding all parallel components 
of Cl - Cn along Cn - Co and onto a single arc. Any two such arcs incident 
on a common component of Cn - Co are to be coincident. Last, we insist that 
H smooths out Cl so that H(Cl' 1) is a smooth 1-submanifold of 2:: - II. This 
homotopy is depicted in Figure 2.5, and we can take our carrying map ¢ to be 
precisely H(_, 1) : 2:: - II --+ 2:: - II. 

Now each branch point of T necessarily belongs to one component of Cn - Co 
and each component of Cn - Co contains at most one branch point. We next 
check that T defines a train track, with each branch point viewed as a switch 
and each edge thought of as a branch, and that T is unique up to isotopy. 

Lemma 9 T is a train track. 

Proof Note that no region complementary to T can be diffeomorphic to a 
disc with smooth boundary or a monogon (disc with one outward pointing 
singularity) by the minimality of 1 Cl n Cn I· 
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• denotes intersection with Vo 

Figure 2.5: Subarcs of Vi above collapse to branches of T below, taking nearby 
and parallel subarcs of other multi curves with them. 
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Suppose for contradiction that E is a bigon component, that is a disc with 
two outward pointing singularities, of L:; - (II U 7). The two subarcs of BE 
connecting the two singularities of BE are homotopic to one another relative to 
Cn - C1. Hence E must intersect Co, for otherwise these two subarcs of BE would 
have been collapsed into a single branch of 7. Since 7 and Co are disjoint, so 
BE and Co are disjoint. Hence E contains a component of Co which is therefore 
homotopic ally trivial. This is absurd, and we conclude that 7 is a train track. ¢ 

Lemma 10 Suppose that cb, ci, ... , c~ (i = 1,2) are two such realisations for 
Vo, V1, ... ,Vn and that 71 and 72 are the resulting train tracks, respectively. Then 
71 and 72 are isotopic. 

Proof This follows since C6 U ci U c~ and c6 U cr U c~ are isotopic. ¢ 

It is worth pointing out, though we shall not be making use of it, that 
the same construction for Ci (i = 2,3, ... , n - 2) relative to Co and Cn will not 
necessarily yield a train track but instead a bigon train track, where we allow the 
complementary regions to be bigons. Each complementary bigon will contain 
at least one point from Co n Cn so there would be at most ~(vo, vn ) bigons. If we 
wished, we could also proceed from here and deduce different bounds to those 
described in Lemma l. 

Now to each switch z of 7 we can associate the finite set ¢-l(Z) n U~-2 Ci, 
which we henceforth denote by D(z). If need be, we are free to homotop 
C1, C2,·.·, Cn-1 so that ID(z)1 is henceforth minimal for each switch z. Ori
ent Cn and use this orientation to enumerate the points of D(z). This gives us 
a word w in Fn - 2 which, by the minimality of ID(z)l, begins and ends with e1. 
Thus, for each integer 2 ::; m ::; n - 2, we may associate to the switch z the 
m-pulse of the chord w. 

We now use pulse on switches to define a certain measure on the branch set 
of 7. Suppose that Zl and Z2 are adjacent switches of 7 connected by a branch 
b. We need to verify that it will make no difference whether we use either Zl 
or Z2 to define the pulse on b. In what follows, the topological closure of b in 
L:; - II is denoted cl (b). 

Lemma 11 The chords on cn-co defined by ¢-l(cl(b))nD(zd and by ¢-l(cl(b))n 
D(Z2) are equal. 

Proof For each x E ¢-l(cl(b))nD(zd, define q(x) to be the end on ¢-l(cl(b))n 
D(Z2) of the subarc of the Ci containing x, beginning at x and collapsing to b. 
We denote this subarc by [x, q(x)]. The subarc [x, q(x)] crosses a second subarc 
[y, q(y)] only if the corresponding multicurves Ci and Cj satisfy Ii - jl 2: 2, and 
the lemma follows. ¢ 
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We define the m-pulse of the branch b to be equal to the m-pulse associated 
to ¢-l(cl(b))nD(Zl)' or indeed the m-pulse associated to ¢-1(cl(b))nD(Z2)' and 
denote it by Pm(b). This measure on the branch set of T is invariant under the 
action of the mapping class group and satisfies a certain coarse switch condition. 
For any switch Z we may choose one of two directions at Z and partition the 
branches incident on Z as outgoing and incoming. Denote the corresponding 
branches by bl, b2 , .. . , bs and bs+l, bs+2 ,' .. ,bs+t, respectively. 

When T is generic, we have the following. 

Lemma 12 Suppose that T is generic and that b1 and b2 are outgoing. For 
each m 2: 2 we have: 

i). O:S Pm(b3 ) - Pm(b1) - Pm(b2 ) :S 1; 
ii). Pm(Z) - 1 :S Pm(b1) + Pm(b2 ) :S Pm(z); 
iii). Pm (b3 ) = Pm (z) . 

We shall only require Lemma 12i) and we prove it directly. The remaining 
two points follow by similar considerations. 

Proof Suppose that v is a trivalent switch with outgoing branches b1 and b2 

and incoming branch b3 . Each component of C1 n ¢-1(b3 ) goes on to be carried 
either by b1 or by b2. All those components of Cm n ¢-1(b3 ) that are trapped 
between components of ¢ -1 (b1 U {Z } Ubi) go on to be supported by bi (i = 2, 3). 
However, where these components of C1 diverge subarcs of Crn may escape. This 
reduces the total outgoing m-pulse by at most one, if at all. That is, we have 
part i) of Lemma 12. <) 

An induction argument on the valency at any given switch, that proceeds 
by sliding branches along branches to reduce valency and uses Lemma 12 in the 
base case, yields the following. 

Corollary 13 "Coarse switch condition." For each integer 2 :S m :S n - 2, we 
have: 

i). ! l:~ Pm(bi ) - l::!i Pm(b j )! :S s + t - 2; 
ii). Pm(z) - s + 1:S l:~Pm(bi) :S Pm(z); 
iii). Pm(z) - t + 1 :S l::!iPrn(b j ) :S Pm(z). 

In passing, we remark that the sum of all 2-pulses over each branch of T 

resembles a reduced intersection number for C1 and Cn relative to Co. That is, 
suppose that i( Vo, vn ) is large. Then most ofthe regions complementary to coUcn 

are squares. Whenever C1 meets an edge of one of these squares, necessarily from 
Cn, it must go on to meet the edge opposite. Consider a sequence Sl, S2,"" Sk 
of closed squares whose interiors are complementary to Co U Cn and such that 
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Si n SHI ~ Cn, each i. Whenever CI meets one of the outer edges of U~ Si 
then CI remains trapped in U~ Si and goes on to meet each edge Si n Si+l 
before exiting at the other outer edge. However, the components of CI n U~ Si 
all collapse into a single branch of T. If any two such components of CI are 
separated by a subarc of C2 then we conclude that the 2-pulse on this branch is 
precisely one less than the number of components of CI n U~ Si' 

Returning to our main thread, each arc 9 carried by T and whose ends are 
carried to switches by cp defines a train subpath 9¢ of T. We are primarily 
interested in those train subpaths that occur in this way. For a train path q in 
T we define Supp(q) to be the set of all subarcs 9 of each Ci (i = 1,2, ... , n - 2) 
with q = 9¢. Suppose that q : I ---+ T is a train path with 0 E I ~ [0, (0). We 
call the branch of T containing q(i + 1/2) the ith branch of q. For each integer 
m ~ 2 and each i ~ 0 we define the m-pulse of the ith branch of q to be equal 
to the m-pulse of the subset cp-I (q(O)) n U Supp(ql[O,i+l]) of Cn - Co. We denote 
this by Pm,q (i) . Note the argument used in the proof Lemma 11 but applied to 
train subpaths tells us that this quantity is well-defined. Note also that Pm,q(O) 

is precisely the m-pulse of the Oth branch traversed by q, for each m ~ 2. 
To better understand the behaviour of Pm,q, we record two properties. 

Lemma 14 "Trains run out of fuel." Let q : [0,(0) ---+ T be any train path in 

T. Then: 

i). Pm,q(i + 1) ::; Pm,q(i) for each m ~ 2 and for each i; 
ii). Pm,q(i) ---+ 0 as i ---+ 00 for each m ~ 2. 

Proof Each time q arrives at a switch of T, subarcs of CI that have so far 
induced q may diverge and there can be no gain in pulse. Hence i) holds. If 
Pm,q (i) ~ 1 for all i then, since ~ is orient able , we conclude that CI has two 
freely homotopic components and this is absurd. Hence ii) holds. <) 

2.6 Proof of Lemma 1 

Let (Vi)O be any multigeodesic in g(~, II) tight at VI with n ~ 4. Let Ci be 
any realisation for Vi, each i, such that Ci n Ci+I = 0 for each i ::; n - 1, 
lei n Cn I = i( Vi, vn) each i ::; n - 2 and Ci n Cj n Cn = 0 each i < j ::; n - 2. Recall 
the construction of the generic train track T relative to Va and Vn and carrying 
all of VI, as described in §2.5. We can endow each branch of T with a family 
of measures and each of these satisfies a coarse switch condition. For any train 
subpath q of T we defined a "time" measure associated to q by considering those 
subarcs of each Ci that induce q via cp. 

For reasons we will soon make clear, let us define a function Kn : {2, 3, ... , n
I} x N x N ---+ N by the recurrence relation 

Kn(j, s, t) = 2I2(3sH-3) (1 + Kn(j + 1, s, t)), 
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for all j = 2,3, ... , n - 2, with the boundary condition Kn(n -I, s, t) = o. Note 
when s = genus(I:,) and t = IIII the exponent is precisely twice the upper bound 
on the number of branches of a train track in I:, - II given in Lemma 8ii), where 
the scaling by two will allow for the losses in pulse described by Lemma 12i). 

The following is an important and versatile result we shall be using time and 
again. In particular, it makes no specific reference to geodesics. 

Lemma 15 Let m ~ 2. Suppose that all the branches of T have m + I-pulse 

at most Kn(m + 1) and that at least one branch of T has m-pulse greater than 

K n (m). Then there exists a subarc h of Cm disjoint from Co and whose ends lie 

on, but are otherwise disjoint from, one component of Cn - (co U Cm+1). 

Proof The choice of K is entirely motivated by our needs, thus our proof really 
amounts to a derivation and explanation of the defining recurrence relation. 
We begin with Kn(n - 2, genus (I:,) , IIII). Whenever parallel subarcs of Cn-2 

carried by the branch b, and thus trapped by subarcs of Cl, C2, ... ,Cn -3 in turn, 
approach either end of b they may either both continue along the same branch 
or diverge. This is reflected in Lemma I2i), where the n - 2-pulse on the two 
outgoing branches sums to either Pn-2(b) - 1 or Pn-2(b). 

Let us travel along T from b by always following the branch that receives most 
n-2-pulse from the previous branches. Combining Lemma 8ii) and Lemma I2i), 
if we are given that Pn-2(b) is at least 2-2(9x(2:-II)+3I II I) then we are guaranteed 

to return to b. To be more precise, in the language of §2.5 we can find a circuit 

q : [0, k + 1] --+ T such that q(I/2) = q(k + 1/2) = band Pn-2,q(k) ~ l. 

We deduce that q is the ¢-image of a subarc h of Cn -2 beginning and ending 
on the same component of Cn - Co. Further, since h is disjoint from Cl and 
homotopically parallel to two subarcs of Cl relative to Cn - Co, one subarc on 
either side of h, the subarc h is also disjoint from co. Finally, Cn-l n Cn is empty 
so h certainly begins and ends on the same component of Cn - (co U cn-d. 

The general case follows the same principal. We again need the m-pulse on 
some component J of Cn - (co U Cm+l) to be at least 2-2 (9X(2:-II)+3I II I). A suf
ficient condition for this to happen is Pm(b) > (2- 2(9x (l;-II)+3I II I) + 2)Pm+1(b), 

which in turn holds whenever Pm > Kn(m, genus(I:,) , IIII) and Pm+l(b) :::; 

Kn(m + I, genus (I:,) , IIII). 
In which case, we may again travel around T and back to b by always fol

lowing those branches that receive most m-pulse. It might be that on the first 
return to b we arrive at the wrong component of Cn - (coUcm ). We therefore con
tinue our journey until we first return to the same component of Cn - (co U cm). 

Notice that the resulting train subpath can not lose m-pulse more than once at 
any switch it visits more than twice. <) 

Corollary 16 The m-pulse on each branch ofT is at most Kn(m, genus(I:,) , II), 
each m ~ 2. 
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Proof Suppose, for contradiction, that there exists m and a branch of T whose 
m-pulse is at least Kn(m, genus(I:) , IT). We take m to be maximal subject to 
this property. Now by Lemma 15 we deduce that there exists a subarc h of Cm 

beginning and ending on the same component of Cn - (co U Cm +1) and disjoint 
from co. When IT is empty we know that the union of h and the subinterval 
of Cn - (co U cm ) connecting its ends defines a curve, denoted 5, and we know 
that this curve has zero intersection with both Vo and Vm +1. We have found a 
multipath vo,5,vm +l of length two. Since d(VO,Vm +1) = m + 12: 2 + 1 = 3, we 
have a contradiction. 

When IT is non-empty we only have to be slightly more careful since 5 may 
otherwise be peripheral. Instead, we can ask for the second return to the same 
component of Cn - (co U cm+d. By considering the boundary components of a 
regular neighbourhood of the union of h and the subinterval of Cn - Co connect
ing the ends of h, we again find a curve 5 which again has zero intersection with 
both Vo and Vm +1. This type of surgery is depicted in Figure 2.3. 0 

Corollary 17 Suppose that (Vi)O is a multigeodesic tight at VI. Then [(VI, Vn) ::=::; 

2(1 + Kn(2, genus(I:), IITI))[(vo, vn ). 

Proof 'vVe have seen that the 2-pulse on each branch of T is bounded above by 
Kn(2, genus(I:), IITI). Since T is generic, we can, if need be, perturb each compo
nent of Cn -co so that it crosses only one branch rather than one switch. As (Vi)O 
is tight at VI we therefore have, by Lemma 7, [(VI, Vn) ::; 2(1 + max{p2(b) : b is 
a branch of T} )[(vo, vn) ::=::; 2(1 + K n(2,genus(I:), IITI))[(vo, vn ). 0 

We conclude the proof of Lemma 1. 

Proof (of Lemma 1) Since d( Vo, vn) ::=::; [( Vo, vn) + 1 and d( Vo, vn) = n we 
have K n(2,genus(I:),IITI) ::=::; K.(VQ,vn )+l(2,genus(I:), II). Hence F(j,s,t) = 

2(1 + Kj+l (2, s, t))j suffices. 0 

In summary, we have established the following bounds on pulse applicable 
to all geodesics in the curve graph. 

Theorem 18 Suppose that I: -IT is non-exceptional. For any geodesic 10,11, 

... ,In in the curve graph 9(I:, IT) and for each m 2: 2, the m-pulse on any 
branch of the train track associated to 11 and relative to 10 and In is at most 
Kn (m, genus(I:) , IT). 

2.7 Proof of Theorems 2, 3 and 4 

In this section, we prove the three main implications of Lemma 1: We establish 
a finiteness result for tight multigeodesics and we establish the computability of 
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tight multigeodesics and hence the computability of distances in the curve graph. 

Lemma 19 There exists an explicit increasing function FI : N3 
---t N such 

that the following holds. Let (Vi)O be any tight multigeodesic. Then, o( Vj, vn ) :S 
FI (o(vo, vn ), genus(L:;) , IIII) for all j. 

Proof For 1 :S k :S n - 1 and non-negative integers sand t, put Gs,t(k) = 

F(k, s, t). Lemma 19 follows by an induction on j, using Lemma 1 and consid
ering FI(k, s, t) defined equal to the composition G~,t(k). <) 

Being an iterated composition using F, this choice of FI has superexponential 
growth in its first factor. While this is highly undesirable, our choice does have 
at least one interesting advantage. If, in future work, we succeed in taking the 
function F of Lemma 1 to be polynomial in its first factor, this immediately 
improves Fl. For reasons we shall not go into, at the time of writing such an 
improvement in F does not seem entirely unrealistic. 

Now replacing (Vn-i)O for (Vi)O in the statement of Lemma 19, we deduce 
the following. 

Corollary 20 There exists an explicit increasing function F2 : N3 
---t N such 

that the following holds. Let (Vi)O be any tight multigeodesic. Then, o(vo, Vj) 

and o( Vj, vn ) are both at most F2 (o( VO, vn ), genus(L:;), IIIi) for all j. 

Let a and {3 be any two vertices of the curve graph. The set of multi paths of 
length at most o(a, {3) + 1 connecting a to {3 for which each multicurve verifies 
the bounds in Corollary 20 has size uniformly and explicitly bounded in terms 
of [(a, {3), genus(L:;) and IIII. Since this set includes all the tight multigeodesics 
connecting a to {3, we conclude the proof of Theorem 2. The algorithm of 
Theorem 3 is then given by a search for all the tight multigeodesics contained in 
this bounded set. Since tight multigeodesics are distance realising multipaths, 
we can then read off the distance between a and {3 and so deduce Theorem 4. 

2.8 The computability of stable lengths 

Given a metric space X and an isometry h : X ---t X we define the stable length, 
Ilhll, of h to be equal to limn->ood(x, hnx)/n. See [BaGS] for more details. It is 
easily verified that II h II does not depend on the choice of x and is always finite. 
We say that a mapping class h is pseudo-Anosov if for any two curves a and 
{3 we have o(a, hn({3)) ---t CX) as n ---t CX) (see [FLP]). Equivalently, no non
zero power of h fixes a curve. We consider 9 endowed with usual path-metric, 
and prove the computability of the stable length of any given pseudo-Anosov 
mapping class. 
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Let us first recall a few results. In [Bowl]' not only is the hyperbolicity of 
the curve complex re-established but also hyperbolicity constants, logarithmic 
in surface complexity, are computed. In [Bow2], it is established that there ex
ists a positive integer N = N(genus('E,) , IITI) such that for each pseudo-Anosov 
mapping class h, hN has a geodesic axis in g. This implies the stable lengths 
of pseudo-Anosov mapping classes are both positive and uniformly rational. It 
is not known how to compute N or, indeed, whether we may take N equal to 
one. Last, in a k-hyperbolic geodesic metric space each geodesic rectangle is 
8k-narrow (so that any point on anyone side of the rectangle is within 8k of 
the union of the other three). We now state the result in full: 

Theorem 21 There is an explicit algorithm which takes as input 'E" IT, Nand 

a pseudo-Anosov mapping class h and returns Ilhll. 

Proof Fix a choice of k such that 9 is k-hyperbolic. Choose an integer M 2: 18k. 
Let us suppose that h is the Nth power of a pseudo-Anosov. Then, h is again 
pseudo-Anosov and has a geodesic axis denoted L. Choose any curve a and 
construct a geodesic [a, h M a] from a to h M a in g. A central vertex (3 of 
[a, hM a] must lie within 8k of L. Now construct a geodesic [,8, hM (3] from (3 to 

h M,8. We have Mllhll = IlhM11 ::; d((3, hM (3) + 16k::; M d(,8, h(3) + 16k. Hence 

Ilhll ::; d(,8, h,8) + 16k/ M < d((3, h(3) + 1. As Ilhll is an integer, so Ilhll ::; d((3, h(3). 
On the other hand, d((3, hM (3) ::; IlhM11 + 16k = .l\IIlIhll + 16k and so 

d((3, hM (3)/M ::; IIhll + 16k/M < IIhll + 1. 
Combining the two inequalities, we have IIhll ::; d((3, hM ,8)/M < IIhll + 1. 

Hence ld((3, hM (3)/MJ = IIhll. <> 

Notice that in the above we do not find an axis L, nor do we see how to 
compute an appropriate value for N. It would be interesting to find ways of 
doing so. 

2.9 Acylindricity 

We prove a computable version of the acylindricity theorem due to Bowditch. 
In [Bow2], he formulated acylindricity as follows. 

Definition 22 We say that an isometric action by a group r on a metric space 

X is acylindrical if for all r 2: 0, there exist constants R, N 2: 0 such that for 

all X,y E X with d(x,y) 2: R there are at most N distinct elements h ofr such 

that d(x, hx) ::; rand d(y, hy) ::; r. 

(Such an action is said to be weakly acylindrical if, instead of asking for uni
form bounds on the number of such mapping classes, we ask for their number 
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to be finite.) In our study of the action of the mapping class group on the curve 
graph, we shall be replacing N with a computable function of r, the intersection 
number of the two curves concerned and the topology of L; - II. The main result 
of this section is thus: 

Theorem 23 There exists an explicit function N : N4 --+ N such that the 

following holds. Suppose that L; - II is non-exceptional and let r be any non
negative integer. There exists a non-negative integer R, depending only on r, 

such that for any two curves a and (3 with d( a, (3) 2: R, the number of mapping 

classes h E Map(L; - II) such that d(a, ha) :s rand d(/3, h(3) :s r is bounded 
above by N(~(a, (3), r, genus(L;), IIII). 

There are already a number of studies on this action so we note that our 
version is stronger than the acylindricity of Hamenstadt [Ham3], weak acylin
dricity and the weak proper discontinuity of Bestvina-Fujiwara [BesFu] though 
weaker than, but not implied by, the acylindricity theorem of Bowditch [Bow2] 
for the bounds we provide are non-uniform. However, the bounds we give are 
both explicit and computable and this is our reward. 

Once we prove the next supporting lemma, which may well be of independent 
interest, Thereom 23 will quickly follow. For a non-negative integer r and two 
curves a and (3, we define Tr(a, (3) as the collection of all tight multigeodesics 
starting in Br(a) and ending in B r ((3), and whose ends are single curves. 

Lemma 24 There is an explicit function F5 : N4 --+ N such that the following 
holds. Let r be any non-negative integer and let a and (3 be any two filling curves 

such that d(a, (3) 2: 14r + 5. Then, I U Tr(a, (3) - (B7r ( a) U B 7r ((3)) I is at most 
F5 ((( a, (3), r, genus(L;), IIII)· 

Proof of Lemma 24. We make use of the idea of m-pulse, and we remark that 
this makes just as much sense in the context of multipaths. We can similarly 
construct a train track T relative to the ending multicurves and the branch set 
of T inherits a family of measures satisfying a coarse switch condition. Thus, 
Lemma 15 holds in this setting. Having gone to great pains in writing down 
explicit bounds in the previous sections, we are justified in being a little more 
relaxed about this (losing nothing in rigour while being more transparent). In
stead of chasing explicit bounds, we make statements like "can be uniformly 
and explicitly bounded". In particular, any bounds we need will derive directly 
from Lemma 15. 

For any geodesic z E Tr (a, (3), suppose there exists a tight multipath con
necting a to (3, containing z - (B7r (a) U B7r ((3)), and such that no two vertices 
spanning a subpath of length at least three contain two curves, one in each, of 
distance at most two. Denote a shortest such multipath by q. Then, Lemma 15 
implies that each vertex of q has intersection number with a and intersection 
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number with (3 uniformly and explicitly bounded in terms of ,,(a, (3), genus (I:,) 
and IIII. Each vertex of z - (B7r(a) U B7r ((3)) has intersection number with a 
and intersection number with (3 similarly bounded. 

All that remains is to establish the existence of such multipaths. For any two 
multipaths P and pI with common ends, we shall write p --+ p' if there exist 
consecutive vertices uo, UI, ... ,Ui of p, with i 2: 2, and consecutive vertices 
Wo, ... ,Wj of p', with j ::; min{2,i -I}, such that p - {UO,UI,'" ,ud = q-
{wo, .. . , Wj}, Wo ~ Uo and Wj ~ Ui. For any locally 3-geodesic multipath q and 
a multipath q' with the same ends but distinct from q, we write q ==? q' if q' 

results from tightening q at a single vertex. Notice if q is locally 3-geodesic and 
q ==? q', we do not presume q' to be locally 3-geodesic. However, if q ==? ql 
then q and q' agree on all but one vertex. 

Choose any geodesic z E Tr(a, (3) and form a new multipath p by concate
nating a tight multigeodesic connecting a to the end of z in Br(a), z and a tight 
multigeodesic connecting the end of z in Br((3) to (3. Now take any sequence 

I I I 2 2 t-I t P = Po --+ PI --+ ... --+ Pk
1 

==? Po --+ PI --+ ... --+ Pk
t

-
1 

==? Po, or 
... --+ ptk-I = pto if ptk-I is already tight, that is maximal with respect to 

t-l t-l 

inclusion, noting that the length of this sequence must be at most 4r. More-
over, Pb is tight and contains no subpaths of length at least three whose ends 
contain two curves, one in each, of distance at most two. By construction, 
z - (B7r(a) U B7r(!3)) ~ Pb - (B7r(a) U B7r((3)). <) 

By improving on this argument, or appealing to the hyperbolicity of the 
curve compex, we can probably do better than 7r. Nonetheless, this is already 
more than adequate for our needs. In the statement of Theorem 23, we now take 
R to be 14r+5 and we connect a and (3 by a tight multigeodesic z. For any such 
mapping class h, the h-translate of z belongs to Tr(a,f3). Now, IUTr(a,(3)
(B7r(a) U B7r ((3))1 is uniformly bounded in terms of r,b(a,(3) and topology. 
Moreover, the length of z - (B7r(a) U B7r ((3)) is at least three. Combining 
these two facts with with a well known result, stating that the stabiliser in 
M ap(I:, - II) of a pair of curves at least distance three in the curve graph is 
uniformly bounded in terms of genus(I:,) and IIII, we complete the proof of 
Theorem 23. <) 

2.10 Weak proper discontinuity 

We recall the notion of weak proper discontinuity (WPD) due to Bestvina and 
Fujiwara [BesFuJ, and then show how to give a direct computability proof that 
the action of the extended mapping class group on the curve graph satisfies 
WPD for I:, - II non-exceptional. 

Definition 25 We say that the action of a group r on a metric space X satisfies 

WP D if r is not virtually cyclic, if r contains at least one element that acts on 
X as a loxodromic and if, for every loxodromic hEr, every x E X and every 
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C> 0, there exists a positive integer N such that the set 

{g E r: d(x,g(x)):::; C,d(hNx,ghNx) :::; C} 

is finite. 

We denote this set by r(x, h, C, N). Comparing the definitions of acylindric
ity and WPD, we note that the constant R and exponent N play similar roles 
(they ensure that we are shifting long geodesics). Notice that N depends on the 
choice of pseudo-Anosov whereas R does not. For this reason, we see that the 
weak acylindricity statement is stronger than WPD. 

Theorem 26 i). (Bestvina-Fujiwara) Suppose that L: - II is non-exceptional. 

Then, the action of the mapping class group on the curve graph satisfies WPD. 

ii). (S) In addition, the cardinality of the set r(ex, h, C) is bounded in terms 
of the topology of L; - II, C, Nand L(ex, hN ex). 

Proof The first two points in the definition of WPD are straightforward. For 
instance, every infinite cyclic subgroup of M ap* (L; - II) is contained in a free 
subgroup of rank 2 or a free abelian subgroup of rank 2 as an infinite index 
subgroup and so the mapping class group is not virtually cyclic, and this action 
certainly has loxodromics for, according to Masur-Minsky [MaMi1]' all mapping 
classes containing a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism act as loxodromics. 

To establish the third point we use a uniform version of a covering distance 
result due to Hempel (see Theorem 2.5 in [Hemp]). For this, we must recall 
his idea of a covering distance. A covering space p : S --+ L: - II separates 
two curves ex and (3 in L; - II if there is a component in the p-preimage of any 
simple realisation a E ex disjoint from a component in the p-preimage of a simple 
realisation b E (3. A finite covering p is called sub-solvable if p can be factored 
as a composition of cyclic coverings. The covering distance cd(ex, (3) between 
two curves ex and (3 is precisely 

1 + min{ k : L; - II has a degree 2k subsolvable covering separating ex, (3}. 

Among other things, Hempel proves that the covering distance is always a 
lower bound for distances in the curve graph. 

Lemma 27 (Hempel) Suppose that L; - II is non-exceptional. For any pseudo

Anosov mapping class hEM ap(L; - II) and any non-negative integer m, there 

exists a non-negative integer N such that, for each curve ex, we have cd(ex, hN ex) 2: 
m. 
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Proof of Lemma 27. This a version of the argument given by Hempel. Let H 

be the intersection of all 2m index subgroups of 7r1 (L; - II). Then H is normal 
in 7rdL; - II) and we let p : Z ---) L; - II be the cover associated with H. Now 
H is characteristic and in particular is invariant under the homomorphism h*. 
Any two curves separated by a degree 2m covering are therefore separated by p 

as well. 
Note h lifts to a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism h : Z ---+ Z. Let Ii denote 

any component of p-1(0;). As h is not periodic so there exists a positive integer 
N, at most K;(Z)+l, such that h,NIi intersects every curve component Ofp-l(O;). 
Since our cover p is regular, we see that p fails to separate 0; and hN 0;. Hence 
every 2m sub-solvable cover fails to separate 0; and hN 0;. We conclude that the 
covering distance cd(O;, hN 0;) is at least m. <) 

Returning to the proof of Theorem 26, we fix the value of m from Lemma 27 
to be 14C + 5. For every curve 0; we have d(O;, hN 0;) 2: cd(O;, hN 0;) 2: 14C + 5. 
The finiteness of the given set f(O;, hN , C) now follows from Lemma 24. Indeed, 
we can go on to add uniform and explicit bounds in terms of the topology of 
L; - II, C, N and the intersection number L(O;, hN 0;). <) 



Chapter 3 

Combinatorial rigidity 

ABSTRACT: The significant advances made by Ivanov, McCarthy, Korkmaz, 
Luo and Irmak, among others, on the relationship between the curve complex 
and mapping class group lead us to the natural though, until now, unaddressed 
question of whether a local embedding on curve complexes is induced by a sur
face homeomorphism. In this chapter, using different arguments we prove that 
local embeddings betwen two curve complexes whose complexities do not in
crease from domain to codomain are induced by surface homeomorphism. This 
is our first main result (given as Theorem 3). From this we deduce our second 
(given as Theorem 4), a strong local co-Hopfian result for almost all mapping 
class groups. It follows that such mapping class groups do not admit a faithful 
action on another curve complex of the same or lower dimension. 

KEYWORDS: Curve complex, mapping class group. 

3.1 Introduction 

The curve complex C(I:) associated to a surface I: was introduced by Harvey 
[Harv] to encode the large scale geometry of Teichmiiller space, and serves as 
a good model space for the mapping class group as well playing a central role 
in the proof of Brock-Canary-Minsky [BroCM] of Thurston's ending lamination 
conjecture. 

We start by defining the curve complex, and throughout our surfaces will 
be compact, connected and orientable. In contrast to Chapter 2 our arguments 
oblige us to look at holed rather than punctured surfaces. We say that a simple 
loop in I: is trivial if it bounds a disc and peripheral if it bounds an annulus 
whose other boundary component belongs to aI:. A curve in I: is a free homo
topy class of a non-trivial and non-peripheral simple loop and we denote the set 
of these by X (I:); we say that two curves intersect minimally if they intersect 
once or they intersect twice with zero algebraic intersection and refer to either 
as the type of minimal intersection. We will define the complexity of I:, denoted 
;;:(I:) , as equal to the maximal number of distinct and disjoint curves that can 

52 
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be realised simultaneously. When A:(2::) 2: 2, the curve graph is the graph whose 
vertex set is X (2::) and we deem two distinct curves to span an edge if and only 
if they can be realised disjointly in 2::. When A:(L;) = 1, we say that two distinct 
curves are joined by an edge if and only if they intersect minimally. The curve 

complex associated to 2:: is the curve graph when A:(L;) = 1, making it isomor
phic to a Farey graph, and the flag simplicial complex whose I-skeleton is the 
curve graph when A:(L;) 2: 2 and has dimension precisely A:(2::) - 1. 

For each curve a we denote by X (a) the set of all curves distinct and disjoint 
from a in 2::, that is the vertex set of the link of a. This link is always connected 
whenever A:(2::) is at least three, and whenever A:(2::) is two any two elements of 
X(a) may be "connected" by a finite sequence of curves in which consecutive 
curves have minimal intersection. 

In this chapter, we shall be discussing embeddings between two curve com
plexes whose complexities do not increase from domain to codomain and we 
shall find that these are all induced by surface homeomorphism, so long as we 
place a necessary but consistent hypothesis in one sporadic case. The argu
ment we give is by an induction on complexity and requires little more than the 
connectivity of links in the curve complex over and above this. As such, our ap
proach does not discriminate topologically. Moreover, we actually only require 
the local injectivity of an embedding and we shall say more on this towards the 
end ofthis section. All told this generalises the seminal work ofIvanov [IvaI] for 
automorphisms of curve complexes associated to surfaces of genus at least two, 
further treated by Korkmaz [KorI] for holed spheres and holed tori and later by 
Luo [LuoI] in all cases. Making use of their combined result, Margalit [Marg] 
establishes the analogue for automorphisms of a second surface complex called 
the pants complex. There are several analogues for other surface complexes 
using Ivanov's argument, see for example Schmutz Schaller's [Sch]. 

Our first result is stated as follows. 

Theorem 1 Suppose that L;1 and 2::2 are two compact and orientable surfaces 

of positive complexity such that the complexity of L;1 is at least that of 2::2, and 

that when they have equal complexity at most three they are homeomorphic or 

one is the three-holed torus. Then, any simplicial embedding from C(2::d to 

C(L;2) (preserving the separating type of each curve when the two surfaces are 
homeomorphic to the two-holed torus) is induced by a surface homeomorphism. 

This covers all possibilities. We remind ourselves that there exist isomor
phisms between the curve complex of the closed surface of genus two and the 
six-holed sphere, the two-holed torus and the five-holed sphere and finally the 
one-holed torus and the four-holed sphere and that there exists an automor
phism of the curve complex associated to the two-holed torus that sends a 
non-separating curve to an outer curve (see [LuoI] for more details). These 
are examples of embeddings not induced by a surface homeomorphism. Finally, 
we point out that there exist embeddings on curve complexes with complexity 
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increasing from domain to codomain not induced by a surface embedding: Easy 
examples are provided by taking :El to be a subsurface of :E2 of co complexity at 
least one and changing the induced embedding on curve complexes by instead 
taking just one curve of:E 1 to the curve lying outside of :E1 . 

The work on Theorem 1 was in part motivated by the work of Irmak on 
simplicial self-maps of a curve complex that send intersecting curves to inter
secting curves, namely superinjective maps. In [Irml] , the author shows that 
a superinjective self-map is induced by surface homeomorphism provided that 
the surface has genus at least two and at least two boundary components or 
genus at least three. From this, Irmak deduces a "virtual co-Hopfian" result for 
the corresponding mapping class group. The mapping class group M ap(:E) is 
the group of all self-homeomorphisms of the surface :E, up to homotopy. This 
is sometimes known as the extended mapping class group, for it contains the 
group of orientation preserving mapping classes as an index two subgroup. Some 
of its other subgroups, namely the Johnson kernel and the Torelli group, are 
of wide interest (see, respectively, Brendle-Margalit [BreMarg] and Farb-Ivanov 
[Far Iva], and references therein). 

The mapping class group has a natural simplicial action on the curve complex 
determined by first lifting a curve to a representative loop and then taking 
the free homotopy class of the image under a representative homeomorphism. 
The kernel of this action is almost always trivial; the only exceptions lie in 

low complexity, where this kernel is isomorphic to 22 and generated by the 
hyperelliptic involution when :E is the one-holed torus, the two-holed torus or 
the closed surface of genus two or isomorphic to 22 EEl 22 and generated by 
two hyperelliptic involutions when the four-holed sphere (this is due to Birman 
[Bir] and Viro [V]). For a detailed account of the mapping class group and its 
subgroups, see also Ivanov [Iva2]' [Iva4]. 

Theorem 1 implies the following strong co-Hopfian result for mapping class 
groups. Among other things, it follows that the commensurator group of any 
such mapping class group is isomorphic to the same mapping class group, that 
the outer automorphism group of any such mapping class group is trivial and 
that such mapping class groups do not admit a faithful action on another curve 
complex of the same or lower dimension. Moreover, there is only one faithful 
action by any such mapping class group on its curve complex, up to conjugation. 

Theorem 2 Suppose that:E 1 and:E2 are two compact and orientable surfaces 
such that the complexity of:E 1 is at least that of:E2 and at least two, and 
that whenever they both have complexity equal to three they are homeomorphic 
or one is the three-holed torus and when they both have complexity two they 
are both homeomorphic to the five-holed sphere. Then, a finite index subgroup 

H of M ap(:Er) injects into M ap(:E 2 ) only if:E 1 and:E 2 are homeomorphic. In 
which case, unless both surfaces are homeomorphic to the closed surface of genus 
two, every such injection is the restriction of a unique inner automorphism of 

M ap(:El)' In this exceptional case, every such injection is the restriction of an 
inner automorphism of M ap(:El) possibly composed with a hyperelliptic involu-
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tion. 

This is a generalisation of a result of Ivanov-McCarthy (Theorem 4 from 
[IvaMcCar]) where the two authors consider injections defined on mapping class 
groups associated to surfaces of positive genus. The superinjectivity theorem 
of Irmak implies Theorem 2 when the two surfaces under consideration are 
homeomorphic and have genus at least two with two boundary components or 
genus at least three. An extension of this result to cover the surfaces of genus 
two with at most one hole can be found in [Irm2], where the author also finds 
non-inner injections for the closed surface of genus two. Behrstock-Margalit 
prove an extension of Irmak's theorem to homeomorphic surfaces of complexity 
at least three. Their arguments can be found in [BehrMarg], where they also 
find a commensurator of the mapping class group of the two-holed torus not 
induced by an inner automorphism. The approach we need for Theorem 2 
follows that given by Ivanov, translating an injection on a finite index subgroup 
to an embedding on curve complexes. This is now a well-established strategy 
on which we have very little to add, and a thorough account can be found in 
the work of Bell-Margalit [BellMarg]. For completeness, and for its application 
to Theorem 4, we recall the argument in §3.3. 

Though our arguments are phrased in terms of embeddings, they only ever 
need the simplicial and local injectivity properties of such maps. We can there
fore record the following generalisation of Theorem 1, the first of two main 
results. Recall that a star in the curve graph is the union of all edges incident 
on a common vertex. 

Theorem 3 Suppose that I:l and I:2 are two compact and orientable surfaces 
of positive complexity such that the complexity of I:l is at least that of I:2, and 
that when they have equal complexity at most three they are homeomorphic or 
one is the three-holed torus. Then, any simplicial map from C(I:1) to C(I:2) 
injective on every star (and preserving the separating type of each curve when 
both surfaces are homeomorphic to the two-holed torus) is induced by a surface 
homeomorphism. 

Again, this covers all possibilities. We remark that proving a local embed
ding is induced by a surface homeomorphism would appear the most direct way 
of seeing that it must also be a global embedding. From Theorem 3 we can de
duce, using the same strategy of Ivanov, the following local version of Theorem 
2. Among other things, it follows that a self-homomorphism of a mapping class 
group that is injective on every curve stabiliser is the restriction of a unique 
inner automorphism. 

Theorem 4 Suppose that I:l and I:2 are two compact and orientable surfaces 
such that the complexity of I:l is at least that of I:2 and at least two, and that 
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whenever they both have complexity equal to three they are homeomorphic or 

one is the three-holed torus and when they both have complexity two they are 
both homeomorphic to the five-holed sphere. Suppose that H is a finite index 
subgroup of the mapping class group M ap('E,d. Then, unless both surfaces are 
homeomorphic to the closed surface of genus two, every homomorphism of H 
into M ap('E,2) that is injective on every curve stabiliser in H is the restriction 

of a unique inner automorphism of M ap('E,l). For the one exceptional case, 
any such homomorphism is the restriction of an inner automorphism possibly 
composed with a hyperelliptic involution. 

Note that the existence of such a homomorphism therefore implies the two 
surfaces are homeomorphic. Investigations into homomorphisms from a map
ping class group associated to a closed surface of genus at least one to another 
mapping class group associated to a closed surface of smaller genus have been 
made by Harvey-Korkmaz [HarvKor], the authors finding that every such ho
momorphism has finite image. Their approach seems to make essential use of 
the existence of torsion in mapping class groups and, as mapping class groups 
are virtually torsion free, it would be of much interest to find a way around this 
so as to consider finite index subgroups. Somewhat different rigidity questions 
have been addressed by Farb-Masur [Fad vIa], the authors finding that homo
morphisms from lattices in semi-simple Lie groups with the mapping class group 
as target also have finite image. 

A complete proof Theorem 4, adapting some of the work of Ivanov and 
Ivanov-McCarthy, is given in §3.3, and a couple of new observations are made. 

3.2 Curve complex embeddings 

For any compact, connected and orientable surface 'E, the complexity 1i:('E,) of 'E, 

is defined to be equal to 3genus('E,) + I o'E, I - 3. This is slightly non-standard, 
since usually complexity is taken to be equal to the simplicial dimension of the 
curve complex, but the additivity of Ii: best suits our induction argument. By 
way of example, the one-holed torus and the four-holed sphere are the only 
surfaces of complexity one, the two-holed torus and the five-holed sphere are 
the only surfaces of complexity two and the closed surface of genus two, the 
three-holed torus and the six-holed sphere are the only surfaces of complexity 
three. On occasion we refer to these as the low complexity surfaces. 

In what follows, we shall continue to abuse notation slightly by viewing each 
curve as a vertex, as a class of loops and as a simple loop already realised in 
'E,. Our interpretation will be apparent from the context. We say that a curve 
is separating if its complement is not connected, or equivalently if it is null 
homologous, and say it is non-separating otherwise. We say that a curve is an 
outer curve if it is separating and if it bounds a two-holed disc (equivalently, 
a three-holed sphere). These are usually known as boundary curves in the 
literature, but here we need to avoid confusing these with the components of o'E,. 
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A pair of distinct and disjoint non-separating curves is a bounding pair if their 
complement is not connected. vVe say that a separating curve or a bounding 
pair has a given complexity if one of its two complementary components has this 
complexity. Thus, they may simultaneously hold two different complexities. A 
pants decomposition of E is a maximal collection of disjoint curves, and a pair 
of pants in E is an essential subsurface homeomorphic to a three-holed sphere. 
We say that two curves are adjacent in a pants decomposition P if they appear 
in the boundary of a three-holed sphere complementary to P. This is slightly 
unfortunate terminology that seems to be a long way to becoming standard; we 
hope that any confusion between adjacency in the curve complex and adjacency 
in a pants decomposition will be obviated by the context. Lastly, a collection 
of distinct and disjoint curves shall be referred to as a multicurve. 

The structure of our argument is broadly as follows. We establish a short 
list of topological properties verified by any embedding on curve complexes from 
which we easily deduce, among other things, that the existence of such an em
bedding implies the two surfaces have equal complexity and then, with more 
work, almost always means the two surfaces under consideration are homeo
morphic. For the time being, we refer to embeddings between two apparently 
distinct curve complexes as cross-embeddings. Dealing with embeddings in low 
complexity typically requires individual arguments and it therefore streamlines 
our work if we do this separately, as we do in Lemma 14. The proof of Theorem 
1 is then completed by an induction on complexity, where we cut the surface 
along a curve. As embeddings preserve the topological type of a curve, the 
resulting surfaces are again homeomorphic. For the induction argument to pass 
through complexity one (sub ) surfaces , we will need to show that embeddings 
preserve minimal intersection. 

We start by showing, in turn, that embeddings send pants decompositions 
to pants decompositions, they preserve a form of small intersection and they 
preserve adjacency and non-adjacency in a pants decomposition. Notice that in 
the subsequent lemmata, an appropriate local injectivity hypothesis will suffice. 

Lemma 5 Suppose that El and E2 are two compact and orientable surfaces 
such that the complexity ofE l is at least that ofE2 . Then, any simplicial embed

ding ¢ from C(E l ) to C(E2 ) sends pants decompositions to pants decompositions. 

Proof This follows for complexity reasons and because ¢ is injective and sim
plicial. <) 

To make sense of the following lemma, we need to define what we mean by 
the subsurface of E filled by two curves a and [3. Letting N( aU [3) denote a 
regular neighbourhood of aU [3 in E, we augment N(a u [3) by taking its union 
with all the complementary discs whose boundary is contained in N(a U [3) 
and all the complementary annuli with one boundary component in BE and the 
other in N (a U [3). The resulting subsurface of E is well-defined up to homotopy, 
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HI-injects and is what we mean by the subsurface filled by 0: and fJ. Whenever 
a third curve enters the subsurface filled by two curves, it must intersect at least 
one of these two curves. 

Lemma 6 Suppose that 2:1 and 2:2 are two compact and orientable surfaces 
such that the complexity of 2:1 is at least that of 2:2. Let ¢ be any simplicial 

embedding from C(2:1) to C(2:2) and let 0:, fJ be any two curves in 2:1 that fill 
either a four-holed sphere or a one-holed torus. Then, ¢( 0:) and ¢(fJ) fill either 
a four-holed sphere or a one-holed torus in 2:2. 

Proof Let Q be any maximal multicurve in 2:1 such that each curve is disjoint 
from both 0: and fJ. For complexity reasons, ¢( Q) is a maximal multicurve dis
joint from both ¢(o:) and ¢(fJ). In particular, as ¢ is injective and simplicial so 
¢(o:) and ¢(fJ) must together fill either a four-holed sphere or a one-holed torus. 

<> 

We shall say that two curves have small intersection if they together fill 
either a four-holed sphere or a one-holed torus, and refer to either as the type 
of the small intersection. Any two curves that intersect minimally have small 
intersection, but the converse does not hold. 

Lemma 7 Suppose that 2:1 and 2:2 are two compact and orientable surfaces 
such that the complexity of 2:1 is at least that of 2:2. Let P be any pants de
composition of 2:1 and let ¢ be any simplicial embedding from C(2:1) to C(2:2). 
Then, any two curves adjacent in P are sent by ¢ to two adjacent curves in ¢(P) 
and two curves in P that are not adjacent in P are sent by ¢ to two curves not 
adjacent in ¢(P). 

Proof The first part follows from Lemma 6: For any two curves 0:1 and 0:2 
adjacent in P, there exists a curve 6 having small intersection with both and 
disjoint from every other curve in P. This is preserved under ¢ and so ¢(0:1) 
and ¢(0:2) are adjacent in ¢(P). 

Similarly, if two curves 0:1,0:2 are not adjacent in P we can find two disjoint 
curves 61, 62 such that 61 has small intersection with 0:1 but is disjoint from 0:2 
and 62 has small intersection with 0:2 but is disjoint from 0:1 and both 61,62 are 
disjoint from every other curve in P. If ¢(0:1) and ¢(0:2) are adjacent in ¢(P) 
then ¢(61) and ¢(62) must intersect. As ¢ is simplicial, this is a contradiction. <> 

The import of Lemma 5, Lemma 6 and Lemma 7 is perhaps best understood 
by associating to a pants decomposition P a certain graph. The vertices of this 
graph are the curves in P, and any two distinct vertices span an edge if and 
only if they correspond to adjacent curves in P. Lemma 7 not only tells us 
that any embedding ¢ induces a map between adjacency graphs, but that this 
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Figure 3.1: A co dimension 1 multicurve, with its adjacency graph. 

map is actually an isomorphism. Cut points in the graph correspond to non
outer separating curves, and a complexity of a non-outer separating curve in P 
corresponds to the number of vertices on a side of the corresponding cut point. 

This graph, and the ideas bound by Lemma 7, were independently and 
simultaneously discovered by Behrstock-Margalit. Their approach can be found 
in [BehrMarg] and the arguments they give will deal with all superinjective 
maps for two homeomorphic surfaces of complexity at least three. From this 
they also deduce that the commensurator group of a mapping class group is 
isomorphic to the same mapping class group. We both refer to such a graph as 
an adjacency graph. 

We can just as well speak of an adjacency graph associated to a multicurve 
Q, in which the vertices again correspond to the curves in Q and any two ver
tices are declared adjacent if their corresponding curves border a common pair 
of pants in the surface complement of Q. There is a subtle point to be made 
here, namely that the complementary graph of a vertex in a pants adjacency 
graph will not in general be the adjacency graph of the multicurve that results 
by removing the corresponding curve from the pants decomposition. It will 
however be the adjacency graph that results from cutting the surface along this 
curve. By way of example, on removing a curve 0: from a pants decomposition 
P the curves that together bound the complementary four-holed sphere will not 
necessarily be adjacent in the adjacency graph of P - {ex}. (See Figure 3.1 for 
an illustrated example.) This observation will be important later when we come 
to look at outer curves. It does however hold that a curve complex embedding 
induces an isomorphism between multi curve adjacency graphs. 
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Lemma 8 Suppose that.E 1 and .E2 are two compact and orientable surfaces 
such that the complexity of.E 1 is at least that of.E2 . Let Q be any multicurve of 
.El and let ¢ be any simplicial embedding from C(.Ed to C(.E2). Then, ¢ induces 
an isomorphism from the adjacency graph of Q to the adjacency graph of ¢(Q). 

Proof We make use of Lemma 7. Extend Q to a pants decomposition P of .E 1 . 

If two curves are adjacent in Q then they either border a pair of pants with a 
third curve from Q or they border a pair of pants meeting o.E. This remains so 

in P, and is preserved on applying ¢. To show non-adjacency is preserved, con
sider any two curves not adjacent in Q and arrange for them to be non-adjacent 
in P. This is preserved under ¢. <> 

As embeddings between curve complexes induce isomorphisms on adjacency 
graphs and graph isomorphisms send cut points to cut points, so embeddings 
must send non-outer separating curves to non-outer separating curves. 

Lemma 9 Suppose that .El and .E2 are two compact and orientable surfaces 
such that the complexity of.E 1 is at least that of.E2 . Then, any simplicial 
embedding ¢ from C(.Ed to C(.E2) sends every non-outer separating curve to a 
non-outer separating curve of the same complexity. 

A similar argument gives an analogue for bounding pairs of positive com
plexities when we note that such a pair in a pants decomposition corresponds 
to a pair of non-cut points in the adjacency graph whose complementary graph 
is not connected. 

Lemma 10 Suppose that.E 1 and.E2 are two compact and orientable surfaces 
such that the complexity of.E 1 is at least that of .E2 . Then, any simplicial em

bedding ¢ from C(.Ed to C(.E2) sends bounding pairs to bounding pairs of the 
same complexity. 

We use Lemma 7 and the adjacency graph to distinguish between non
separating and outer curves. 

Lemma 11 Suppose.E 1 and.E2 are two compact and orientable surfaces such 
that the complexity of.E 1 is at least that of.E2 and that whenever they have 
equal complexity at most three they are homeomorphic and not the two-holed 

torus. Let ¢ : C(.Ed ---'t C(.E2) be any simplicial embedding. Then, ¢ takes 
non-separating curves to non-separating curves. 
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Proof We note that the ¢-image of a non-separating curve can never be a non
outer separating curve, for otherwise we see a non-cut point sent to a cut point 
in some pants adjacency graph. Suppose that a is a non-separating curve in 
L: 1 . When 1i(L:1 ) is at least four we can find a pants decomposition P extending 
a in which a corresponds to a vertex in the adjacency graph of P of valence 
three or four. As ¢ induces an isomorphism on the adjacency graph, so ¢(a) 
must have the same valence. As outer curves only ever correspond to vertices 
of valence at most two, so ¢(a) can only be non-separating. 

With the exception of the two-holed torus, all cases in which L:l has com
plexity at most two hold since there is only ever one type of curve. In complexity 
three, when L:l is the six-holed sphere our claim holds vacuously and when L:l 
is the closed surface of genus two our claim follows from Lemma 9 by noting 
that every pants decomposition contains at most one separating curve. 

Really, the only non-trivial case in low complexity is that of L:l and L:2 both 
homeomorphic to the three-holed torus. In which case, there are only two pants 
adjacency graphs, up to isomorphism, but three different pants decompositions, 
up to the action of the mapping class group. For this reason, we need to argue 
differently. If there is a non-separating curve sent by ¢ to an outer curve, then 
there is an outer curve a sent by ¢ to a non-separating curve. To see this, ex
tend this non-separating curve to a pants decomposition containing a non-outer 
separating curve. By appealing to Lemma 9, we see that the third curve in this 
pants decomposition will suffice. Now extend a to a second pants decomposi
tion containing two non-separating curves (h and 62. The ¢-image of at least 
one of these, say 61, is again a non-separating curve. Choose any two disjoint 
curves /1, /2 in L:l that have small intersection with 61 and a but disjoint from 
a and 61, respectively. Now ¢(61) and ¢(a) border a common pair of pants in 
L:2 invaded by ¢({d and ¢({2). We see that the ¢-images of both /1 and /2 are 
forced to intersect, and this is a contradiction. (; 

Lemma 12 Suppose that L:l and L:2 are two compact and orientable surfaces 

such that the complexity of L:l is at least that of L:2 , and that whenever they 
have equal complexity at most three they are homeomorphic and not the two
holed torus. Then, any simplicial embedding ¢ from C(L: 1 ) to C(L:2 ) sends outer 

curves to outer curves. 

Proof We note that this holds vacuously when 18L:11 is at most one. We also 
remark, again paranthetically, that when 18L:11 is at least three any outer curve 
represents an extreme point in the adjacency graph of some pants decompo
sition. Graph isomorphisms send extreme points to extreme points and, as ¢ 
induces an isomorphism on the adjacency graph, so ¢ must send outer curves 
to outer curves. 

Suppose, for contradiction, that a is an outer curve in L:l sent by ¢ to a 
non-outer curve in L:2 . We note that ¢(a) can not be a separating curve, for 
a can never correspond to a cut point in a pants adjacency graph, and so ¢(a) 
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a 

Figure 3.2: A convenient extension of a to a pants decomposition. 

must be a non-separating curve. If K:(~1) at least four then we can extend a 
to a pants decomposition P in which the two curves adjacent to a, denoted 1'1 

and 1'2, are not adjacent in the adjacency graph of P - {a}. Using Lemma 10, 
¢(!,d and ¢(!'2) either both separate or they form a bounding pair. As a is an 
outer curve, we note that 1'1 and 1'2 are adjacent in P. However, this does not 
remain so on applying ¢ and we contradict Lemma 7. (See Figure 3.2.) 

Once more, the only remaining non-trivial case in low complexity is that 
of both surfaces homeomorphic to the three-holed torus. Suppose that a is an 
outer curve sent to a non-separating curve by ¢. Extend a to a pants decom
position P containing a separating curve. Then the non-separating curve in P 
is sent to an outer curve by ¢, and this is contrary to Lemma 11. <> 

We can now safely state that any such embedding will send separating curves 
to separating curves. It follows that small and peripheral subsurfaces can not 
change topological type under embeddings. 

Lemma 13 Suppose that ~1 and ~2 are two compact and orientable surfaces 
such that the complexity of~l is at least that of~2 and that when both have equal 
complexity at most three they are homeomorphic and not the two-holed torus. 

Let Z be any essential 7r1 -injective subsurface of ~1 of complexity one and bor

dered by a single curve (3. Then, for any simplicial embedding ¢ from C(~d 
to C(~2)' the 7r1-injective minimal subsurface ¢(Z) of ~2 filled by ¢(X(Z)) is 
homeomorphic to Z. 

Proof Note Z may be represented as either a four-holed sphere meeting 8~ in 
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three components or a one-holed torus whose boundary is a curve in I:. Such a 
change in topology would otherwise force ¢ to send a non-separating curve to 
an outer curve or an outer curve to a non-separating curve, contrary to Lemma 
11 and Lemma 12 respectively. ¢ 

We can finally rule out cross-embeddings, and here after we regard the two 
surfaces as being homeomorphic and denote them by I:. 

Lemma 14 Suppose that I:l and I:2 are two compact and orientable surfaces 
such that the complexity of I:l is at least that of I:2, and that whenever they 
have complexity at most two they are homeomorphic and whenever they have 
complexity equal to three they are either homeomorphic or one is the three-holed 
torus. Then, there is a simplicial embedding ¢ : C(I:1) --> C(I:2) only ifI:1 and 
I:2 are homeomorphic. 

Proof The existence of such an embedding implies the complexities K;(I:1) and 
K;(I:2) are equal. When the two surfaces have complexity at least four, we know 
that any such embedding must send separating curves to separating curves and 
non-separating curves to non-separating curves. We recall that the size of a 
maximal collection of distinct and disjoint separating curves in I:l is precisely 
2genus(I: 1)+i8I: 1i-3. By our earlier work, this is precisely 2genus(I:2 )+i8I:2 i-
3. The only possible solution is genus(I: 1 ) = genus(I:2 ) and i8I:1i = i8I:2i. 
That is, I:l and I:2 are homeomorphic. 

Among the low complexity surfaces, there are no embeddings from the curve 
complex associated to the six-holed sphere or the closed surface of genus two 
to the three-holed torus. To see this, extend an outer or non-separating curve 
a in I:l to a pants decomposition P consisting only of outer or non-separating 
curves, respectively, and choose a separating curve fJ disjoint from both curves 
in P - {a} and having small intersection with a. We assume that if any curve 
in ¢(P) is outer then it is ¢(a). Now ¢(fJ) is a non-outer separating curve 
intersecting ¢( a) and it follows that ¢(fJ) must intersect another curve in ¢( P). 
This is a contradiction. 

The remaining cases, namely from the curve complex ofthe three-holed torus 
to the curve complex of the six-holed sphere or the closed surface of genus two, 
are covered as follows. For any pants decomposition P in L:l choose a non-outer 
separating curve fJ meeting only two curves in P. When I:2 is the six-holed 
sphere, each curve in P goes to an outer curve. By Lemma 6, small intersection 
is preserved. Now any non-outer separating curve in the six-holed sphere meets 
either only one curve or all three curves in a pants decomposition made up en
tirely of outer curves. It follows that ¢(fJ) meets every curve in ¢(P) and this is 
a contradiction. Given the isomorphism classification of curve complexes, this 
simultaneously deals with I:2 the closed surface of genus two. ¢ 
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To allow the induction argument to pass through complexity one surfaces 
unhindered, we need the following lemma on minimal intersection in those sub
surfaces bordered by a single curve. This relies on what is a well-established 
argument, first given by Ivanov [IvaI] for the intersection one property. Guided 
by this, Luo [Luol] proves the analogue for intersection two with zero algebraic 
intersection. 

Lemma 15 Suppose that L: is a compact and orientable surface of positive com

plexity and not homeomorphic to the two-holed torus. Suppose that Z is an 

essential subsurface of L: of complexity one and bordered by a single curve (3. 
Then, any simplicial embedding cjJ : C(L:) --+ C(L:) preserves minimal intersec

tion and its type on X (Z). 

Proof Note Z may be represented as either a four-holed sphere meeting [)L: 

in three components or a one-holed torus whose boundary is a curve in L:. In 
either case, let a1 and a2 be the two curves in Z intersecting minimally. Choose 
any two disjoint curves 1'1 and 1'2 such that 1'1 (respectively 1'2) intersects a1 

(respectively (2) minimally and 1'1 (respectively 1'2) is disjoint from a2 (respec
tively (1) and both have small intersection with (3. We now note that if cjJ(ad 
and cjJ(a2) fail to intersect minimally then cjJbd will intersect cjJ(2) which is 
absurd. Since for any two of the five curves we consider there is a third disjoint 
from both, this conclusion holds even when cjJ is only assumed to be locally 
injective. 

As (3 can not see any change in topology under cjJ, by Lemma 13, so the type 
of minimal intersection is also preserved. <) 

This closes our study of the topological properties of curve complex embed
dings, and the promised induction argument now starts with a look at the Farey 
graph. 

Lemma 16 Every simplicial embedding on a Farey graph F to itself is an au

tomorphism. 

Proof We note that each edge in F separates and belongs to exactly two 3-
cycles and that such a map sends 3-cycles to 3-cycles. Thus any embedding cjJ 
on F induces an embedding cjJ* on the dual graph. This graph is a tree in which 
every vertex has the same valence, hence the induced map is a surjection. It 
follows that every 3-cycle of F is contained in the image of cjJ. That is to say, cjJ 
is also a surjection. <) 

It is a well-known fact (indeed, it was known to Dehn [Dehn2]) that the 
automorphisms of C(L:) are all induced by surface homeomorphisms when L: is 
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either a four-holed sphere or a one-holed torus. This completes the base case of 
the induction. 

We now furnish the inductive step. Let ¢ : C (2:) ----+ C (~) be any embedding 
satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 1. Let ex be any curve in 2:. Our previous 

work on the topological properties of ¢ tells us that the complement of ex and 
the complement of ¢(ex) are homeomorphic. Therefore, after conjugating by a 
suitable mapping class, ¢ restricts to a self-embedding on the curve complex 
associated to each component of 2: - ex. The embeddings arising in this way are 
very natural for they inherit many of the properties verified by ¢, for instance 

they also preserve the separating type of a curve. This is of particular relevance 
when cutting the surface 2: along a curve and finding a two-holed torus comple
mentary component. In [Luo1]' the author explains how to find automorphisms 
of the curve complex associated to the two-holed torus not induced by a surface 
homeomorphism. No such automorphism can arise as a restriction, nor can any 

embedding, as outer curves in this two-holed torus correspond to separating 
curves in 2: and we would otherwise contradict either Lemma 9 or Lemma 12, 
as appropriate. 

Our inductive hypothesis therefore applies and it tells us that each restric

tion of ¢ associated to a positive complexity component of ~ - ex is induced by 
a surface homeomorphism. In gluing back together by identifying the boundary 
components of 2: - ex corresponding to ex, we have a countable family of sur

face homeomorphisms distinguished up to homotopy where any two differ by a 
precomposed power of a Dehn twist around ex. In particular, these all agree on 
the complement of ex. We must somehow decide which one of these, if any, is 
appropriate. 

What saves us is that this construction applies equally well for every curve 
in 2:, in particular any curve (3 adjacent to ex. Between them, the families 
of homeomorphisms associated to ex and associated to f3 determine a coset in 
M ap(2:) of the free abelian rank two subgroup A generated by a single Dehn 
twist T ex around ex and a single Dehn twist T{3 around f3. This coset is rep
resented by a mapping class determined by anyone of the homeomorphisms 
associated to ex or to (3. The family of homeomorphisms associated to ex and the 
family of homeomorphisms associated to (3 therefore correspond to cosets in A 
of the cyclic subgroups generated by Tex and T{3, respectively. The images in the 
automorphism group of C(2:) of these two cosets intersect in a single point. 

We need to verify that for any three curves ex, (31 and (32 such that ex is 
adjacent to both (31 and (32, the action of a surface homeomorphism il so

determined by ex and (31 agrees with that of a surface homeomorphism 12 so
determined by ex and (32' To do this, we exploit the fact that the link of ex is either 
connected or chain-connected (in the sense that between any two vertices there 
is a finite sequence of curves with consecutive curves intersecting minimally). 
First, we remark that ex has the same image under il and 12, so 12-

1 il fixes ex. 
We can therefore express the mapping class [12-1 ill as the commuting product of 

a Dehn twist power T;; with a mapping class [gl of 2: fixing a. By construction, il 
and 12 agree on the complement of ex and so, by changing n appropriately, we can 
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Figure 3.3: The case I: a five-holed sphere. 

and do take [g] to be the trivial mapping class. Now suppose, for contradiction, 
that this Dehn twist power is non-trivial and take two disjoint curves 61,62 
in I: where each has small intersection with a and is disjoint from (31 and (32, 
respectively. (See Figure 3.3, the five-holed sphere.) Then, ~([h]61' [12]62) = 

~([h][g]T~61' [12]62) = ~([g]T~61' 62) = ~(T~61' 62) 2: Inl > o. However, ¢(6i) 
and [Ji]6i are equal, for each i, and so ~([h]61' [12]62) is zero as ¢ is simplicial. 
This is a contradiction, and we deduce that hand 12 determine the same 
automorphism of the curve complex. 

We have seen that any edge in C(I:) is uniquely prescribed a surface home
omorphism induced automorphism agreeing with ¢ on the link of either vertex 
and that any two edges with a vertex in common are prescribed the same such 
automorphism. Since C(I:) is connected, it follows that every edge is allocated 
the same automorphism <P. All we need do now is verify that this automorphism 
is the correct one. To do this, we only need to remark that any curve a spans 
an edge with a second curve (3. The two are prescribed the automorphism <P 
which agrees with ¢ on both X(a) and X((3). In particular, <P agrees with ¢ on 
X ((3) which contains a. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 

3.3 Global versus local injections 

This section is devoted entirely to giving a complete proof of Theorem 2 and 
of Theorem 4. There are perhaps several different ways of going about this, 
but we shall adapt Bell-Margalit's proof from [BellMar] of Theorem 2 for home
omorphic surfaces homeomorphic to a holed sphere (their argument does not 
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discriminate). Their argument combines several results from the work of Ivanov 
and of Ivanov-McCarthy. Consequently, we contribute no further ideas in giving 
a proof to our Theorem 2. Any proof of Theorem 4 along these lines requires a 
careful consideration of just where the injectivity of ¢ is used and, where it is, 
whether our local alternative will suffice. All the originality of this section lies 
in tackling this issue. 

Beginning with Theorem 2 then, the main aim is to show that ¢ induces a 
simplicial injection between the corresponding curve complexes. To this end, 
we need to verify that ¢ sends powers of Dehn twists to powers of Dehn twists. 
At this point, we invoke a few important results of Ivanov [Iva4], [Iva5] and 
Ivanov-McCarthy [IvaMcC], translated to suit our needs. The first result is 
Ivanov's algebraic characterisation of non-trivial Dehn twist mapping classes, 
and allows us to control the ¢-image of a Dehn twist. The version we will 
give combines Theorem 2.1, Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 of [Iva5] and the 
subsequent advances made in §ll of [IvaMcC], in particular Theorem 11.6. 

Before we state this result, we must explain some of the terminology it uses. 
As might be standard, for a group G we denote by Z(G) its centre and, for any 
element 9 E G, we denote by Cc(g) the centraliser of 9 in G. By the rank of a 
group G, denoted rank(G), we mean the maximal size of any subset of G freely 
generating a free abelian subgroup in G. We shall say that a mapping class 
gEM ap(E) is pure if it satisfies the following condition, taken from page 3 of 
[Iva4]: There is a self-homeomorphism f representing 9 and a I-submanifold, 
C, of E such that the components of C each define distinct curves, f fixes C 
pointwise and E - C componentwise, and on the closure in E of any component 
of E - C we either have f restricts to the identity or it restricts to a pseudo
Anosov (so that for any two curves a and {3 in the closure of this component, 
~(a, gn ((3)) --+ 00 as n --+ (0). We shall say that a subgroup of M ap(E) is pure 

if it comprises only of pure mapping classes. Finally, the canonical reduction 

system for a mapping class 9 is the maximal multicurve v fixed by 9 such that 
9 fixes no curve {3 with ~(v, (3) > O. 

There are plenty of finite index pure subgroups of M ap(E); it is Theorem 
3 of [Iva4] that the kernel of the natural action of M ap(E) on the finite group 
HI (E, Z/mZ) is pure whenever m ~ 3. Note that pure mapping classes and pure 
subgroups are not to be confused with elements and subgroups, respectively, of 
PM ap(E). Although working with finite index pure subgroups of mapping class 
groups does lead to more notation, pure subgroups are easier to understand and 
more in accord with our intuition. While Theorem 17 is implicit in the litera
ture, it has yet, to the best of my knowledge, to be stated in this form and so 
we record a proof. 

Theorem 17 (Ivanov, Ivanov-McCarthy) Let r be a finite index pure subgroup 
of M ap(E), where E is a connected and orientable surface of finite type with 

complexity K(E) at least two. Then, any element 9 E r is a non-trivial power 
of a Dehn twist if and only if Z(Cr(g)) ~ Z and rank(Cr(g)) 2: 2. 
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Proof Suppose that 9 is a non-trivial power of a Dehn twist. Then, 9 extends 
to a rank II:(:E) free abelian subgroup of r by taking high power Dehn twists 
about the components of any multicurve fixed by g. It follows that the rank of 
Cr(g) is at least two. The remaining condition is a special case of Theorem 11.6 
from [IvaMcC], for the canonical reduction system of 9 is just a single curve. 

Now suppose that 9 E r satisfies our two criteria. First, pseudo-Anosov map
ping classes have cyclic centralisers in r and, as we assumed rank( Cr(g)) ;:::: 2, 
so 9 can not be pseudo-Anosov. It follows that 9 is either reducible or periodic 
by the Nielsen-Thurston classification of mapping classes. Since 9 is pure it is 
certainly not periodic, and must therefore be reducible. We now know that 9 

fixes at least one curve. Second, if c the denotes the number of curves in a 
reduction system for 9 and p the number of pseudo-Anosov components of g, 
then rank(Z(Cr(g))) = c + p. Since c;:::: I, we deduce p = 0 and c = 1. That is, 
9 is a Dehn twist power. <> 

In words, Z(Cr(g)) is the centre of the centraliser in r of g, or the set of 
all elements of r that commute with every element that commutes with g. The 
second result we require tells us that injections between groups of equal and 
finite rank behave well on centres of centralisers. It is an adapted version of 
Lemma 12.2 from [IvaMcC]. 

Lemma 18 (Ivanov-McCarthy) Let A and B be two groups of equal and finite 
rank. Let G be a maximal rank free abelian subgroup of A. Then, for any injec
tion ¢ : A --7 B and any 9 E G, we have rank(Z(CB(¢(g)))) :::; rank(Z(CA(g))). 

We now set about showing that ¢ must send powers of Dehn twists to powers 
of Dehn twists. Let r 1 and r 2 be pure finite index subgroups of Hand IvI ap(:E 2 ), 

respectively, such that ¢(rd ~ r 2. We could, for instance, take r 2 to be the 
kernel of the natural action of M ap(:E2 ) on H1 (:E2' 7l/371) and then take r 1 
to be ¢-1(r2) n P n H, where P is the kernel of the action of Map(:E 1) on 
H1 (:E1' 7l/371). Notice ¢-1 (r2) n P n H has finite index in H so, to avoid 
excessive notation, let us assume we took H to be pure, with ¢(H) C r 2, from 
the outset. That is, H is a finite index subgroup of M ap(:E1) whose elements 
are all pure mapping classes whose ¢-images are also pure mapping classes. 

Choose any curve a in :E1 and any non-trivial Dehn twist T in M ap(:E1) that 
fixes a. Denote by StabH(a) the set of all elements of H that fix a. Since H 
has finite index in M ap(:E1) and T has infinite order, there is a positive integer 
k such that Tk E H. Let 9 denote Tk. By Theorem 17 we have Z(CH(g)) ~ 
7l, for 9 is also a Dehn twist. Using Lemma 18 and the injectivity of ¢, we 
have rank(Cr2(¢(g))) = 1I:(:E1) and, furthermore, 1I:(:E1) = 1I:(:E2). Appealing to 
Theorem 17 once more, we see that ¢(g) is a Dehn twist. As it happens, ¢( T) 
is also a Dehn twist but we shall not be making use of this. 

The promised map on curve complexes, <I> : C (:Ed ---+ C (:E2), is defined by 
taking any curve a E X(:Ed to the underlying curve of the ¢-image of a suitably 
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high power Dehn twist around a. This map is well-defined. As ¢ is injective on 
all rank 2 free abelian subgroups of H, and two non-trivial Dehn twists about 
distinct curves commute if and only if the two curves have zero intersection (see 
Theorem 4.2 of [IvaMcC]), so 1> is injective. Finally, as ¢ is a homomorphism, 
1> is simpliciaL 

We now invoke Theorem 1 to find a mapping class hEM ap('2:;l) inducing 
1>. In particular, we now know that '2:;1 and '2:;2 are homeomorphic. Since the 
action of the mapping class group on the curve complex of the closed surface of 
genus two is not faithful, there is more than one choice for h. For all other cases, 
the action of the mapping class group on the curve complex is faithful and this 
gives the uniqueness of h. Anyway, post-composing ¢ with any isomorphism 
Map('2:;2) ---+ Map('2:;l)' if need be, we may regard ¢ as a self-injection of 
Map('2:;l) and 1> as an automorphism of C('2:;d. To deduce that ¢(g) = hgh-1 

for all 9 E H, it is now enough to verify that ¢(g)h(a) = hg(a) for all a E X('2:;l). 
This follows by a brief calculation involving Dehn twists, and so we conclude 
the proof of Theorem 2. 

Turning to Theorem 4 now, any deduction from Theorem 3 along the same 
lines requires a careful examination of exactly where global injectivity was used 
and, where it was, whether our version of local injectivity will suffice. First, note 
that for any non-trivial Dehn twist power 9 E H, we have rank (Cf'2 (¢(g))) 2: 
K:('2:;1) as 9 extends to a free abelian subgroup of H, of rank K:('2:;d, on which ¢ 
is injective. Since Cf'2(¢(g)) is a subgroup of Map('2:;2) and rank(Map('2:;2)) = 

K:('2:;2)' we deduce K:('2:;d = K:('2:;2) and rank(Cf'2(¢(g))) = K:('2:;2)' As it stands, 
the only potential obstruction to applying Theorem 17 is in verifying that 
Z(Cf'2(¢(g))) S?:! Z. 

While we can not apply Lemma 18 to help establish this, we are able to 
modify its proof from [IvaMcC] in the context of mapping class groups. This 
time, we take G to be a free abelian group extending 9 = Tk, generated by K:('2:;d 
Dehn twists and fixing a. Let K be the subgroup of f2 generated by ¢(G) and 
Z(Cf'2(¢(G))), and let L be equal to ¢(G) n Z(Cf'2(¢(G))). As 9 E G and G is 
abelian, we have ¢( G) ~ Cf'2 (¢(g)) and so K is abelian. A standard result in 
group theory tells us rank(¢(G))+rank(Z(Cf'2 (¢(g)))) = rank(K)+rank(L). 

At this point, we invoke the injectivity of ¢ on curve stabilisers to deduce 
rank(¢(G)) = 1I:('2:;d. Further, as K:S: Map('2:;2), so rank(K) :s: 11:('2:;2) = 11:('2:;1)' 
It follows that rank(Z(Cf'2(¢(g)))) :s: rank(L). 

vVe now appeal to a second group-theoretical result, given as Lemma 12.1 in 
[IvaMcC]. Our application is somewhat different. The lemma states that for any 
subgroup A1 of a group A2 and a subset B of A2, we have Z(CA2 (B)) n A1 ~ 
Z(CAl (B)). In our case, we consider {¢(g)} ~ ¢(StabH(a)) :s: f2 to deduce 
Z(Cf'2(¢(g))) n ¢(StabH(a)) ~ Z(C¢(StabH(a)) (¢(g))). However, ¢ is injective 
on SiabH(a) and so Z(C¢(StabH(a))(¢(g))) S?:! Z(CStabH(a)(g)). It follows that 
rank(Z(C¢(StabHCa)(g)))) = 1 and so rank(L) :s: 1. At last, we can correctly 
state rank(Z(Cf'2 (¢(g)))) :s: 1. As 9 has infinite order, belongs to StabH(a) 
and ¢ is injective on Stab H (a), so ¢(g) has infinite order. It follows that 
rank(Z(Cf'2(¢(g)))) = 1. We have satisfied both the criteria of Theorem 17, 
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and we deduce that ¢(g) is a power of a Dehn twist. 
The map (j) between curve complexes is defined exactly as before. Since ¢ is 

a homomorphism, (j) is simplicial, and, since ¢ is injective on all curve stabilisers 
in H, (j) is injective on all stars in C(L;l)' Appealing to Theorem 3, we see that 
L;1 and L;2 are homeomorphic, regarded equal, and (j) is induced by a mapping 
class h E Map(L;l)' To finally verify that ¢ is everywhere equal to the inner 
automorphism of NI ap(L;l) corresponding to h, we argue exactly as for Theorem 
2. This concludes the proof of Theorem 4. 

In closing, our work begs us to further weaken the injectivity hypothesis on 
¢. For example, if ¢ is only assumed to be injective on all free abelian subgroups 
of Map(L;l), is it still the restriction of an inner automorphism of Map(L;l)? 
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